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A Resurgent ROA Fulfilling Its Charter
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Your ROA continues its revitalization with gathering strength in every aspect
of its operations over last September’s annual report.
As I wrote then, ROA has benefited from our refocusing on a value position that
sets us apart as America’s only national military organization, congressionally
chartered, whose sole and exclusive focus is on support of the Reserve Components of our uniformed services.
Some three years into this process of refocusing on our mission and revitalizing
our “brand,” ROA is again known on Capitol Hill and in the military as an authority – if not the authority – on the Reserve Components. That has opened the
doors of influence and enhanced our ability to get the job done for the Reserve
force.
This report will be made available concurrently with ROA’s national convention in
Omaha, Nebraska, on September 27. The convention delegates at that event will
be asked to vote on a constitutional amendment that would expand membership
eligibility to current and former military having served under honorable conditions in every rank, from E-1 through O-10.
This is historic. It
would, in the opinion of ROA’s national leadership, truly
position ROA to be
for all members of
America’s Reserve
force, and of all
members of America’s Reserve force;
and it would be consistent with ROA’s
tradition of inLinking warriors and generations, Maj. Gen. Bill Barron, ROA Dept.
creased reflection of Ky., recognizes ROTC Cadet Ivonne Davila for her excellence.

“Supporting the
Reserve force is
part of what
some other
associations do;
it’s all that ROA
does.”
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Notes:

of the military, from expansion of membership to female officers in 1927, Naval officers after World War II, warrant officers in
1954, and recently, NCOs (now 20 percent
of new ROA members). At few moments in
an organization’s life, are its members privileged to make such momentous decisions.

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

During the national discussion associated
with the membership expansion initiative,
one theme among those who expressed
disagreement was that inclusion of junior
enlisted service members or veterans who
held those ranks at separation was that it
was a “weakening” or a “dilution” of ROA’s
officer identity.
A perception exists among some that ROA could not adequately serve its officer members, or that it is perhaps
inappropriate for junior enlisted to have membership.
This has been expressed as an extension of the tenet
that officers do not fraternize with enlisted, a tenet that
serves the military well.
Yet of course, while ROA is a military association, it is not
the military. And with most of our members having longsince separated or retired from service, the risks of fraternization would seem to weaken . . .
As your executive director, I have given this a lot of
thought. Having been both the victim and the perpetrator of regrettable changes, I understand the risk of heedlessly plunging into change.

The ROA charter, signed by National Guardsman and Army Reservist President Harry Truman, an ROA member,
established as the objective of ROA, to “. . . support and
promote the development and execution of a military
policy for the United States that will provide adequate
National Security.”
The charter was essentially a verbatim extension of the
purpose established by General of the Armies John
“Black Jack” Pershing, Brig. Gen. Henry J. Reilly, and

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
some 140 others in October 1922, focusing the new ROA
on ensuring that America had an “adequate defense.”

________________________________________________________

Nowhere did the founders, nor Congress, nor President
Truman identify ROA as an organization for officers. Our
core purpose, as expressed by our founders, was not to
serve officers per se; rather, they conceived of ROA as an
association serving America by promoting a strong military through a strong corps of Reserve officers, as Carlton and Slinkman wrote in their 1982 The ROA Story. The
Congressional Charter does not restrict membership by
grade.

________________________________________________________

Reserve and National Guard officers, many of them leaders in their communities, were ideal leaders in the educational drive, wrote General Reilly in the May 27, 1922,
issue of his Army and Navy Journal, referring to his campaign to form a national association of Reserve officers.
In 1922, four or five generations ago, when many of the
authority figures in communities were former officers,
often war veterans, a membership limited to officers
made sense.

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Times have changed.

________________________________________________________
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ROA National Executive Committee & and National Officers
President – Col. Donald L. Stockton, USAF (Ret.)
Immediate Past President – Col. James R. Sweeney II, USMC (Ret.)
Executive Director – MG Jeffrey E. Phillips, USA (Ret.)
Army

Air Force

Vice President – LTC Beverley A. Houghton, USA (Ret.)
Junior Vice President – MAJ Jason Tolbert, USAR
Executive Members
LTC Milton D. Houghton, USA (Ret.)
LTC William B. Pentecost Jr., USAR
COL Stanley G. Remer, USA (Ret.)

Vice President – CMSgt Shane P. Smith, USAFR
Junior Vice President – SSgt April Hill, USAFR
Executive Members
Col David Anderson, USAFR
Col. Brenda B. Gardner, USAF (Ret.)
Lt. Col. Layne R. Wroblewski, USAFR

Naval Services
Vice President – CAPT Robert H. Carmack, USCG (Ret.)
Junior Vice President – CWO2 Cynthia E. Oliver, USCGR
Executive Members
CW04 Dale J. Andersen, USN (Ret.)
Lt. Col. H. Alexander Henegar III, USMCR
CAPT Rickey D. Thomas, USCG (Ret.)

National Officers
Chaplain – COL Sherman R. Reed, USA (Ret.)
Health Services Officer – MG Robert J. Kasulke, USA (Ret.)
Internat’l Programs Officer – Col. Paul Groskreutz, USAF (Ret.)
Judge Advocate – LTC Terrence J. Benshoof, USA (Ret.)
Public Relations Officer – CAPT Henry E. Plimack, USCGR (Ret.)
Sergeant-at-Arms – LTC Joseph A. Snel, USAR
Treasurer – Col. W. Robin Pfeil, USAF (Ret.)
Chairman, DNCM – COL Judi A. Davenport, USA (Ret.)

As one member wrote of the proposed expansion, “I also
feel General John J. Pershing, under today’s Modern Total Team Military, would also APPROVE.”
One thing that has not changed is the need for advocacy
in support of the Reserve force. If the use of our Reserve
and National Guard has massively increased since the
Cold War, inequities still exist that will persist without
effective advocacy.
A recent communication that compiles comments from
Reserve Component service members tells the tale;
some excerpts:

 Guard units face many of the same challenges in
equipping and funding as reserve units.

 Active Component units often have access to a civilian employee who is the Defense Travel System
manager. That manager knows all the DTS quirks
and can assist [unit members] on an individual basis. Often, that employee has been working DTS for
years. Reserve Component units normally do not
have this luxury and often rely on an already overburdened unit administrator or AGR to do the job.
In addition, much of the burden is placed on individuals to work DTS from home without an experienced knowledge of how the system works.

 [Unit members] are often working through OES/
NCOES with little compensation for the distance
learning portions of their training. Distance learning phases for reclassification courses present the
same problem. In general, much of the required
training . . . has increased distance learning requirements to save money verses in-residence
work. This whole thing is another retention issue.
Leaders feel they are asking [their unit members]
to give abundantly of their time basically for free
to meet promotion and MOS requirements.

 There continues to be a challenge with so
ROA National President Lt. Col. Donald L. Stockton, USAFR (Ret.), addresses the association’s National
Council during the March 2018 National Council and Leaders Conference at ROA headquarters.

many critical tasks training getting pushed from

residence courses to distance learning and then
sometimes from distance learning to unit training.

 Travel reimbursement . . . is somewhat inadequate. The [unit] has hundreds of members of
which 25% travel over 150 miles for inactive duty
training. Some travel longer distances [for] which
the reimbursement of $300 doesn’t even cover air
fare expenses.

 Overall, the requirements since 9-11 have increased 20-fold while fulltime manning has gone
down 30%.

 Some major-end-item equipment is hand-medown from the Active Component when in fact
Reserve Component units sometimes deploy at an
equal or more frequent rate than one of their
counterpart units in the Active Component. (An
example is aviation assets)

 Installations and GSA have programmed air conditioning systems to power down during weekends.
These means units are drilling in hot buildings.

 Functionality has produced units that are spread
out. One comment was, “I used to be able to drive
to all my down trace units in less than 3 hours.
Now I have to fly to get to them.”

A resurgent ROA fulfilling its charter.
America, now a country where college students and new
enlistees have no recollection of a U.S. military at peace,
is preserved by the best military in history. The Reserve
and Guard stand shoulder to shoulder with the services’
“regulars,” providing nearly half the nation’s armed forces. Proven in battle, nearly a million have mobilized since
9/11; more than 1,200 have made the ultimate sacrifice.
Theirs is a total commitment to America: to leave all they
love to defend the nation they love.
ROA’s enduring commitment is to ensure a strong Reserve force and provide specialized attention to individ-
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ual Reservists – blending our support of good policy and
benefits; we call it “Reserve Strength. Reserve Life.”
We’re providing the resources, support, and education
officer and NCO Reservists and their families need for
success.
Fiscal year 2018 (April 1, 2017 to March 31, 2018) and
FY 2019 to date have seen uninterrupted progress in
the revitalization of ROA and its supporting STARs Foundation (STARs stands for Standing Together for America’s Reservists).
ROA’s revitalization has been facilitated by the second
iteration of the 2014 strategic plan, written by volunteer committee members and used to guide the decisions of national leadership ever since. Updated for
2017-2022, the plan organizes our continuing revitalization of ROA broadly within the military strategic construct of “ends/ways/means.”
“Ends” – or end states – are the “state of being” we wish
to achieve; they are the goal and culmination of a successful strategy. ROA’s end state is expressed in our vision:
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“Means” are the resources we have at hand or must develop which we will use to do the ways that will accomplish the ends.

Resolve bias in the new blended retirement system against guard and reserve members who choose to serve in
uniform even when performing non-paid duty. Provide a 2.5% retirement point calculation factor (vice 2%)
when a member receives “points only” credit for service that does not qualify for TSP matching contributions.

Further refining our strategic process is the concept of
the Center of Gravity. From ROA’s Strategy 2017-2022:
“A center of gravity is the physical or moral entity that is
the primary component of strength, power or resistance.
A true CoG does not just contribute to the strength of an
organization; it is the strength. It is the entity that provides power and strength to everything else.” The CoG is
simply the most important means.

Taxes: Update Tax Laws and Policies to Reflect Changes in the Military

The strategy states that an engaged membership is
ROA’s primary component of strength and power. Without members who engage to influence legislation and
military policy, pay dues, donate time and money, buy
ROA products and services, attend association events,
voice their opinions on issues, and recruit new members,
ROA cannot operate with financial strength and would
be unable to influence legislation and policy.

ROA’s strategic lines of effort

“ROA is recognized as one of America’s fastest-growing
and most respected, influential, and financially strong
professional military associations; advocating for a
strong national defense and a top-quality reserve force
with a compensation and benefits package for reserve
members, retirees, veterans and their families and survivors that is commensurate with the extraordinary and
unique demands and sacrifices imposed upon them.”

Increase revenue and decrease expenses.

“Ways” are the courses of action we use to attain the
ends – the things we do. ROA’s strategic ways are organized within five lines of effort:

We are on track with our overall budgeted operating
revenue and a bit better than expected with expenses,
so that forecast looks like we’ll hit the mark. We entered
FY 2018 with $1,060,006 in cash and ended with
$596,316. The beginning cash included cash restricted
for building improvements while the ending included
restricted cash for continued building improvements,
and life/term rebate payments. The amounts without
the restricted cash are $353,637 and $426,503 respec-

1. Increase revenue and decrease expenses.
2. Influence legislation and military policy.
3. Grow membership.
4. Provide quality products and services.
5. Improve strategic communications.

ROA’s financial revitalization continues to strengthen
with rigorous management of expenses and relentless
work to grow revenues. Net change in net assets
(operations) improved from deficits through FY2016, to a
budgeted surplus of $15,137 for FY2018 and a budgeted
surplus of $33,542 for the current fiscal year.

Pass an omnibus tax bill for Guard and Reserve servicemembers to include the new blended retirement Thrift
Savings Plan (TSP), military duty travel and rollover requirements.
APPROPRIATIONS
Biennial Military Personnel Account
Change the Military Personnel appropriation to a biennial account to eliminate the personnel and funding problems encountered under a continuing resolution or during a government shutdown.
End Strength: Increase levels to support strategic and operational requirements.
Restore end strength so the Reserve Components can continue to meet strategic and operational requirements.
Equipment: Fund National Guard Reserve Equipment Account (NGREA) to reduce equipment shortages and
replace equipment currently being used beyond its functional life.
Fund the National Guard Reserve Equipment Account in the base budget to ensure this valuable account remains stable, thereby enabling the Reserve Components to meet mission requirements.

Equipment: Reduce Army and Marine Corps equipment shortages that increase operational risk.
Reduce the equipment shortage for the Army National Guard, Army Reserve and Marine Corps Reserve, where
shortages are currently the highest among the services.
Training: Fully resource training to ensure Guard and Reserve members can perform duties during peacetime
and contingencies.
Provide funding to support the Reserve Component strategic and operational requirements which are currently
not funded at 100 percent of need.
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Legend: Legislative action was taken with a bill and/or law: - FY2018

why spend money you needn’t spend? We have made
no “draws” on other investment funds since 2016 and
foresee no reason for any such draws.

- FY2019

With the replacement of our building’s HVAC system,
passenger elevator, and various other infrastructure
components, such as climate control systems, gone are
the days of uncontrollable heating and cooling failures,
angry tenants, passengers nervously stuck in elevator
cabs, and decaying appearances in our revenueproducing banquet and conference facilities.

CYBER
Authorities and Roles: Define the Cyber Roles and Legal Authorities
Assign responsibility and accountability to specific federal agencies for each discrete strategic, operational, and
tactical role in the cyber domain. In addition, address the legal authorities for cyber offensive and defensive operations, especially in response to cyber-attacks.

End Strength: Increase End Strength for Guard and Reserve Cyber Units
Expand mission contribution through increased end strength for the Guard and Reserve to bring civilian industry
expertise given their civilian positions.
Cyber Training: Increase the Number of RC Cyber Training Slots
Increase the number of training slots to eliminate the backlog of Reserve Component attendance. It would be a
temporary surge to authorize and appropriate funds to meet the cyber training requirements as the mission is
established in the Department of Defense.
Cyber Mission: Expand Cyber Mission for Guard and Reserve
Expand the cyber mission for the Guard and Reserve, leveraging civilian and industry technical expertise. Clarify
the authorities under which Guard and Reserve units should be called to duty for cyber emergency responses.
AUTHORIZATIONS
Veteran Status: Extend Federal Hiring Preference for Reserve Component Members
Confer veteran status for purposes of federal hiring veterans’ preference on Reserve Component members after
180 “cumulative” days on active duty versus “consecutive” days on active duty
Operational Support: Fix Pre-Planned Involuntary Call Up (10 USC 12304b)
Resolve inequities in benefits and entitlements afforded to Reserve Component members based on mobilization
authority in line with other involuntary duty statuses.
Duty Status: Reduce the Number of Duty Status
Reduce the 30+ duty statuses to six or fewer statuses to eliminate barriers to completion of service because of a
confusing and overly complex system that triggers pay delays, healthcare disruption and breaks in service.
Continuum of Service: Adjust the Mandatory Retirement Date
Extend the Mandatory Retirement Date when a servicemember has accrued non-participation time.

Retirement: Change the Blended Retirement Calculation for Reserve Forces

Set for dinner, ROA’s Minuteman Memorial Building’s ballroom glows with new flooring.

tively. Halfway into FY 2019, our cash position is in the
black, as we anticipated.
We have no external debt beyond a few hundred dollars
in normal credit card payments. Our Reserve Contingency Fund, a reserve invested in the markets and available
for unprogrammed expenses, has nearly $800,000 in it
after a withdrawal for some needed upgrades detailed
below.
ROA’s primary revenue-producing asset is the 1968 Minuteman Memorial Headquarters Building at 1 Constitution Avenue, NE. The building’s beauty and location facilitate ROA’s Top of the Hill banquet and conference business and our tenants, USAA on the second floor, and
Norfolk Southern Railroad on the third. Together, our
lease revenues and revenues from Top of the Hill generate some $1.5 million annually. It’s essential that we
keep our building in good shape!
We are using approximately $150,000 and $200,000
from the Reserve Contingency Fund to repair our pitted
driveway, and our aging and failing roof before the end
of this year, put that nagging concern behind us, and secure the integrity of our magnificent headquarters building. We will also from that amount replace a failing motor in the HVAC system that was retained when we replaced the system, as it was then working fine, and . . .

The freight elevator rebuild should be done as you read
this. We constantly do spot work where we find the
need, such as pressure-washing the lower portion of the
building and re-carpeting and painting in the Memorial
Chapel and associated hallway, done at near-zero cost by
our excellent and resourceful Wright Mechanical technician, Shane Moore, in his spare time.
As I wrote last year, ROA shifted the organizational main
effort in FY 2018 from the survival-oriented belttightening of FY 2016 and FY 2017 to a deliberate campaign of increasing revenues and rebuilding programs
broadly in line with the 2014 Strategic Way Ahead, while
continuing to improve efficiencies where possible.

Remodeled in 2017, the MMB conference room and hallway
enhance attractiveness to Top of the Hill customers.
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Top of the Hill Banquet and Conference Center
The revenue generation avenues with highest and most
immediate potential were the Top of the Hill Banquet
and Conference Center and our fundraising
“developmental” efforts. In August 2016, we signed Condor Communications to manage Top of the Hill, from
marketing, to sales, to catering and event management.
We both took a calculated risk: Condor had never managed anything like Top of the Hill, but had earned our
trust with their audio/visual support. Condor in turn
risked its main AV business by extending into this new
direction.
The venture paid off: Condor has increased revenues and
ROA’s profits; we are on track to hit or exceed our
$517,233 net profit target for FY 2019, which is a 27 percent increase over our net profit last fiscal year and higher than profits in previous years. The profit margin
would be 56 percent, an improvement of 9 percent over
FY 2018 and well on the way to beating the 68 percent
margin achieved in FY 2016 when TotH was managed in
house, but with further growth hampered by our ability
to pay only one person to run all aspects of the business.
Under a mutually beneficial renegotiated contract with
Condor, ROA’s expenses modestly declined, while a revised commission structure improved Condor’s cash
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flow, enabling them to hire a second account representative, improving their book of business. Condor and
ROA see further room for growth and are confident that
a $1 million (gross) Top of the Hill business is entirely
within our grasp in the next two to three years.

Fundraising
With Top of the Hill under professional management and
prospering, we looked to grow our fundraising strength.
Development had been left moribund in 2014 and was
revived in the form of direct mail solicitations of members, which was netting just over $100,000. By late FY
2018, we were seeing signs of “donor fatigue” and lower
revenues.
The FY 2017 budget allocated funds to bring a professional fundraiser onto staff; we hired a great person but
had to bid her farewell when serious illness forced her
departure just months after her arrival.
To fill the gap within the budgetary authority established
for the departed development director, ROA brought in
the family-owned development firm Military Non-Profit
Consulting, which specializes in fundraising management
for military organizations (including some of the military
academies) and other organizations, including associations.
MNPC quickly assessed our situation, got us a cheaper
contractor to continue our “Sustaining Member” direct
mail campaign (which is, in my opinion, underperforming; I am exploring both a change in letter style and content or suspending the program).

Taking advantage of ROA’s Atrium, Top of the Hill Banquet
and Conference Center customers enjoy a luncheon.

Direct mail weakness notwithstanding (its 2015-2016
strength helped our financial recovery, so no regrets),
our newly established Pershing Society has now netted
nearly $275,000 in receipts and pledges. It is backed by
the first in-depth, data-driven analysis and plan in
memory, and promises to generate significant funds.
Indeed, the Pershing Society is a component of ROA’s
comprehensive campaign, developed by MNPC in consul-

ROA Statement of Activities - Consolidated

Revenue:
General and Administrative
Building
Membership
Governance/Committees
Resource Development
ROA National Convention
International Programs - CIOR
International Programs - UPORFA
Publication/Communications
Industry Partners
ROA Investments
STARs Foundation General
STARs Foundation Gala
STARs Comprehensive Campaign
STARs Foundation Investments
Top of the Hill
Memorial Endowment
Memorial Endowment Investments
Total Revenue
Expenses:
General and Administrative
Building
Membership
Governance/Committees
Legislative and Military Policy
Resource Development
ROA National Convention
International Programs - CIOR
International Programs - UPORFA
Other Meetings
Publication/Communications
ROA Scholarship Program
Industry Partners
ROA Investments
STARs Foundation General
STARs Foundation Gala
STARs Foundation Reception
STARs Comprehensive Campaign
STAR Foundation Investments
Top of the Hill
Memorial Endowment
Memorial Endowment Investments
Total Expenses
Net Change in Net Assets

3/31/2018

3/31/2017

3/31/2016

845,943
729,266
287,063
13,196
296,944
57,211
76,038
9,020
9,555
2,500
10,942
155,260
10,000
53,028
150,002
844,492
4,727
100,069

1,159,443
733,143
89,519
6,237
689,463
47,297
112,312
0
1,612
108,000
70,363
31,485
0
0
191,400
736,583
2,472
347,306

1,282,543
620,398
161,126
8,727
257,973
68,053
42,606
0
14,904
0
(35,376)
29,372
0
0
19,333
681,396
9,821
(50,120)

3,655,256

4,326,635

3,110,756

562,779.46
959,031
149,337
57,909
194,798
271,861
66,129
74,615
9,658
0
60,430
38,965
3,238
464
62,272
1,109
0
10,779
6,063
389,605
12,447
3,823

629,980
973,177
169,204
39,809
157,786
70,647
66,390
120,438
0
0
156,591
0
110,101
3,030
62,869
59,909
47,056
0
6,238
293,341
13,059
13,367

767,364
1,052,024
106,036
80,138
149,621
155,198
190,172
50,621
0
19,548
227,794
0
0
11,487
70,917
0
0
0
5,703
214,732
17,805
23,816

2,935,313

2,992,992

3,142,976

719,943

1,333,643

(32,220)

ROA’s
115th
LEGISLATIVE
AGENDA
(20172018)
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ROA’s membership statistics at the end of Fiscal Year 2018. As of March 31, 2018, ROA had 46,070 members.
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tation with a Resource Development Committee formed
by ROA President Stockton, a real team effort.
(Some readers may be aware that concerns were raised
during the March 2018 National Council and Leaders
Conference at ROA headquarters that some utterances
and actions alleged to have been General Pershing’s
could be interpreted as racist. At the direction of President Stockton, Executive Director Phillips and Army National Executive Committeeman Milton Houghton, Ph.D.,
a retired USAR lieutenant colonel, undertook an analysis.

“This is the amount of my monthly
retirement check. I made a personal
decision when I was a Second Lieutenant
in 1979 to donate my first retirement
check (if I lived to receive it) to the ROA.
Thank you.”
Maj. Anthony Durant, USAR (Ret.)
“This donation is in memory of my wife,
Teresa J. (Dade) Durant. She was a Life
Member of the ROA. She made a
commitment, to me and to herself, when
we were married in 1987 to donate her
first retirement check to the ROA.”

The Anthony and Teresa Durant family. Three sons, all in
America’s military service; Maj. Durant is giving all three
ROA life memberships.

They saw no evidence to support these concerns, which
had by then been retracted by the person who initially
voiced them.)
The comprehensive campaign will generate funds for a
broad range of ROA activities, including monetary reserves to ensure we have the money for future MMB
maintenance.

ROA has been the beneficiary of notable donor generosity; in addition to direct mail and corporate support, during FY 2018 we received $175,407 from individual donors. We owe each donor our deepest appreciation for
their belief in our cause and their willingness to back us
with their hard-won earnings.
One ROA couple stands out. A longstanding ROA tradition is for a member to donate his or her first retirement
check to the association. In January, Anthony Durant, a

retired Air Force Reserve major, sent us the amount of
his first check. He promised that soon he would send the
amount of his wife’s first check: Teresa Durant was an
Air Force Reserve nurse.
Soon ROA received from Major Durant Teresa’s “first
retirement check” donation.
Teresa had died in an automobile accident a year before;
she left three sons, all now in America’s military. Along
with her husband, she had decided long before that
ROA’s founding purpose was worth their support; he
honored her decision.

Standing Together for America’s Reservists, ROA’s
STARs Foundation
The STARs Foundation was formed in 2012 to provide
ROA with a tax-advantaged 501(c)(3) corporation, into
which financial support could be given, to further the
association’s efforts: education of the American public
about the role of the Reserves, promotion of educational
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events on national security, promotion of professional
development of Reserve Component service members,
charitable support of RC service members and families,
and support of ROA’s charitable and educational purposes.
STARs (Standing Together for America’s Reservists) is
directed by its own chairman and board of directors, reliant on a slender ROA staff for administrative support.
The leadership of STARs is currently shared by co-chairs,
Past National President James Sweeney, a retired USMC
colonel, and ROA’s executive director, Jeff Phillips. Colonel Sweeney was recently confirmed by the U.S. Senate
to be a federal judge and Phillips cannot for more than
an interim period be both an ROA staff member and a
(co-)chair, so the foundation is seeking candidates for
chairmanship.
Making progress since last year, the STARs Foundation
board now has a full slate of directors. By design more
than half of the directors must be ROA members, including seven who are on ROA’s Executive Committee. Many
of the foundation’s directors are well-positioned in the
private sector to help with STARs primary mission of developing financial resources for use by ROA. Indeed, one
new STARs board member is a COMCAST executive, one
of ROA’s historically strong corporate supporters along
with stalwart ROA supporter USAA.
STARs is in the expansion of its unique Reserve School
Kit. The children of Reservists attend civilian schools;
often school staff are unaware of the mobilization of a
student’s parent. The Reserve School Kit is a notification
and resource tool that ensures understanding; it helps
parents and educators work together to keep the education process on track during – or following – a deployment. The kit was successfully piloted in some Pennsylvania schools, praised there and by the leadership of the
Pennsylvania National Guard, and now its use will expand.
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ROA Industry Partners
With MNPC’s support, we are re-establishing the “ROA
Industry Partners” program. From its inception in 2004
until its 2012 disbandment upon the establishment of
the STARs Foundation and the reduction in ROA staff,
this program generated more than $100,000 annually,
with another $400,000 from activities associated with
Industry Partnerships – advertisements in ROA publications, sponsorships of events, etc. ROA Industry Partners
solicits corporate funds other than those intended for
“social responsibly” use. (The STARs Foundation was established as a recipient of such social responsibility
funds, with its more philanthropic purpose, such as support of the Henry J. Reilly Fund, the Service Members
Law Center, and the Defense Education Forum).
The “deep bench” and broad capabilities of MNPC give
us the capacity to now resurrect this powerful program.
ROA Industry Partners will attract donations, advertising
dollars, and other support from corporations and other
entities that want to support our advocacy programs but
don’t need (for these specific funds) the tax advantages
of the STARs Foundation’s 501(c)(3) IRS status. We have
already received expressions of interest from Boeing and
Oshkosh Defense.
The fiscal year ended with an unexpectedly large inflow
of insurance surplus revenue from Mercer that topped
$550,000. (The size of these surpluses is dependent on
insurance program payouts; as ROA’s membership ages,
should we not see new program users, we must anticipate a decrease in surplus payments.)
Entering the new fiscal year more efficient than ever,
with adequate cash, and a more robust fundraising outlook, ROA’s financial recovery, still fragile, has gathered
strength.

ROA’s investments, a portfolio soundly managed
ROA maintains a portfolio of funds available for various
purposes, including payment of costs associated with life

compensated for an active duty death – the difference
could be a factor of ten! ROA took the fight to Capitol
Hill, unaided by any other group, and in the FY2017 National Defense Authorization Act, survivor benefits rates
for active duty and inactive duty were equalized.
A revitalized ROA fulfilling its purpose
An association such as ROA is a living and breathing organism. It is born, it grows, it adapts, it fulfils some purpose, it experiences times of strength and times of weakness.
ROA has transited a
time of weakness and
is finding new strength
precisely as it adapts
to its new environment.
We are nearly a century old, founded by
warriors of true wisdom. How could they
have known in 1922
that a generation later What visionaries looked like in 1922.
their vision would help
ensure the nation had a Reserve corps of officers on
hand to build a great army to defeat the most capable
enemies known to history? How could they have known
that a generation after that, reservists would face a Communist enemy in Asia and a convulsing nation at home,
that a generation later they would help topple a rapacious dictator in the Persian Gulf? And a generation after
that, Americans in the Reserve and Guard would be engaged in a war on terror lasting so far about a third as
long as all of our nation’s other wars combined?
They likely did not. But they did know, having seen the
cost of world war and the price of ill-preparedness, that
America had to be strong, had to understand the value
of readiness, had to accept the true cost of that preparedness. They knew war would come again.

Today’s ROA is fulfilling the purpose, born of their wisdom, that animated their resolve. Their vision has guided
our association for nearly a century. By supporting our
intrepid citizen-warriors and those at their side, we truly
“. . . support and assist in the development and execution of a military policy for the United States which shall
provide adequate National Defense.”
Your ROA, alone among the nation’s advocates, is exclusively and solely dedicated to advocating effectively for
laws, policies, and programs that will ensure America a
strong Reserve force in a time of unsurpassed complexity
and risk to our national security. ROA will
ensure the families of
our Reserve Components are cared for.
ROA will ensure that
veterans of our Reserve force get the
care and benefits they
have earned.
Look at the picture on
this page. It is of the
founding members,
meeting in Washington at the Willard Hotel in 1922 for
our first convention. These men, on the way into and
from that grand hotel, likely passed unnoticed in a city
even then swirling with the comings and goings of a nation’s capital.
Look again. These once-ordinary citizens, transformed by
service, were engaged in a great and lasting work on behalf of their nation’s people.
Do you see yourself among them?
If you belong to ROA, you should . . .
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doing. And ROA is out-competed by an association that,
for example, forms an effective “RC division.”
It can happen.
It is our competitive advantage that moves us beyond
the mutually bloodying dogfight of competition into
what can be called monopoly. In monopoly, we own the
space.
We must fulfil our value proposition with discrete activities – the fundamental
building blocks of strategy –
that are different from
those used by others, not
merely doing what others
are doing better than they
are doing them.
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How does ROA gain this sort of monopoly in our space?
This is new ground for me. I am just beginning to grapple
with what such activities would look like: how do you
influence a congressional committee chairman in a way
significantly different from the traditional way it’s done?
How do you attract new members? How do you revitalize moribund chapters?
How do you do so in a way that if imitated would compromise a competitor’s existing approach? What are the
trade-offs that permit
concentration on the
right things?
Certainly, the decision to
focus tightly on the Reserve Components has
driven tradeoffs – we
say “no” to activities
which “yesteryear” saw
heavy ROA engagement,
such as Defense Education Forums that had
little if anything to do
with the RC.

Southwest Airlines and
American Airlines are both
great U.S. companies in the
transportation business. But
SWA has, over time, identified and employed activities
that are so different from
AA’s (and everyone else’s)
Celebrating a great Coastie’s century, in March at ROA two USCG
that for AA to copy them to admirals and dozens of Coast Guardsmen honored USCG Capt.
This exploration of motake market share from SWA Walter Handy, savior of the then-embattled Coast Guard Reserve
nopoly does not mean
and
a
storied
ROA
leader.
would disrupt the basic
that ROA will “go it
“fabric” of AA’s “go-to-market” strategy. The unassigned
alone.” Far from that, we are an active member of The
seating, the use of one airplane type, the selection of
Military Coalition, and form partnerships where interests
smaller airports . . .
coincide. ROA has led the way in a coalition of RC organizations that include the superb National Guard AssociaIn short, AA, which like any organization, is a web of intion of the US and the scrappy Enlisted Association of the
terconnected activities, would disrupt itself and do itself
National Guard. Effectively advocating for change is a
damage by copying SWA’s activities.
team sport! ROA is a good team member.
SWA has a form of monopoly, gained while it was, relative to the airline giants, small and financially disadvantaged. It isn’t the toxic kind that prompts anti-trust government intervention or consumer gouging; it means
that SWA has a niche all to itself.

But when need be, we will forge ahead “alone and unafraid,” as we did on the campaign that resulted in a victory for Reserve families. Benefits for the surviving families of RC members who die on inactive duty training
were grossly unequal to the benefits provided families

memberships (which do not generate recurring dues revenues), maintenance of the Henry J. Reilly Memorial and
Scholarship program, payments associated with ROA’s
annuity program, and other uses authorized by the governing body. The portfolio is ably managed by Dennis
Barba, Jr., M.B.A and Ph.D. (in finance), of the Cleveland
firm Oxford Harriman & Company.
The current ROA portfolio is valued at $8,346,600. The
portfolio generates current cash flow of approximately
$175,000 annually. The portfolio’s current asset allocation is:
Cash

it is the fulfilment of that purpose that is the focus of
everything else done by ROA and its members.
There is a great scene in the 1991 movie, City Slickers.
Billy Crystal plays Mitch, a father and husband in a stale
marriage and the throes of self-doubt, who goes on a
dude ranch cattle drive to get himself straight.
Mitch and Curly, the weathered and flinty cattleman
played by Jack Palance, are riding alone somewhere Out
West. Responding to Mitch’s whining about life, Palance’s Curly, cigarette clinched in the corner of his
mouth, squints at his post-yuppy client.

8%

US Equity

40%

International Equity

12%

Market Neutral/Alternative

7%

Fixed Income

33%

The portfolio’s performance under Mr. Barba has been:
Calendar Year-to-Date 2018

2017 full year

3.10%

12.30%

Trailing 12 months

7.60%

Since inception

9.85%

While we must be careful shepherds of our resources, so
generously provided by others, we have solidified our
regrowth with a robust legislative program, scholarship
program, resumption of defense education forums, and
growth of the Service Members Law Center law review
library. ROA is fulfilling our founding purpose, as will be
shown in the following sections.

Influence legislation and military policy.
ROA was founded in 1922 expressly to do one thing: “. . .
support and assist in the development and execution of
a military policy for the United States which shall provide
adequate National Defense.” That phrase, substantially
unaltered, stands in our 1950 congressional charter. In
the “eyes” of the charter and the intent of our founders,

“You know what the secret of life is?” Curly asks. Mitch
stares at him. “One thing. Just one thing. You stick to
that and everything else don’t mean [expletive].”
“That’s great, but what’s the one thing?”
“That’s what you gotta’ figure out.”
We have it easier than Mitch: we know ROA’s “one
thing.” It’s what’s stated in our charter: “. . . support a
military policy for the United States that will provide adequate national security and to promote the development and execution thereof.”
By tradition, from our founding, we have done that by
focusing on ensuring America’s Reserve Components
have been up to the task of fulfilling their role in what is
now called the total force.
That’s our “one thing.”
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Which is not to say there aren’t other things. As a veterans’ organization incorporated under Internal Revenue
Code section 501(c)19, ROA must be operated exclusively for one or more of the following purposes:
•

•

•

•

•

to promote the social welfare of the community (e.g.,
to promote the common good and general welfare of
the people of the community
to assist disabled and needy war veterans and members of the United States Armed Forces and their dependents — and the widows and orphans of deceased veterans
to provide entertainment, care, and assistance to
hospitalized veterans or members of the United
States Armed Forces
to carry on programs to perpetuate the memory of
deceased veterans and members of the United States
Armed Forces and comfort their survivors
to conduct programs for religious, charitable, scientific, literary or educational purposes

•

to sponsor or participate in activities of a patriotic
nature

•

to provide insurance benefits for members or their
dependents or

•

to provide social and recreational activities for members

ROA is engaged in several of these purposes, its founding
purpose being the promotion of social welfare, specifically that social welfare derived from “an adequate national security.”
Other activities enable us to attract and retain members,
enriching their experience, and providing us the influence to fulfil our founding purpose.
If we did nothing else and still managed to support a
strong Reserve force . . . we’d arguably have fulfilled our
chartered purpose and the intent of our founders (and
continued to earn our IRS status).
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The founding purpose has guided ROA over the decades.
As the association grew, and in the absence of more extensive national security expertise in Washington, ROA’s
focus broadened throughout the national security realm.
In time, other centers of such expertise developed, eroding ROA’s claim to broad authority. The “market had
changed” and ROA gradually lost credibility and clout,
trying to be what it no longer could.
ROA’s leadership has recognized the importance of renewing a tightened focus on the objective our association should naturally pursue: ROA, with its unique insight, experience, and knowledge of the reserves, owns
the RC space. That is our value proposition.
ROA maintains a robust legislative agenda that is tightly
focused on the role of the Reserve Components in national security, and improving the lives of RC members,
families and veterans of the Reserve force. Unlike any
other association, ROA’s legislative agenda tackles strategic and operational issues extending across all the Reserve Component services. Supporting the Reserve forces
is part of what some other associations do; it’s all that
ROA does.
ROA’s achievements are a result of our direct action
through resolutions, letters, seminars, and the ROA legislative agenda. Additionally, efforts continued over the
year with Congress, the Reserve Chiefs, The Military Coalition, the National Military and Veterans Association,
Enlisted Association of the National Guard of the United
States, National Guard Association of the United States,
other military and veteran’s service organizations, and
the Reserve Forces Policy Board.

ROA’s recent calendar year 2018 legislative and
policy achievements:
•

Worked with Congress on the A-10, C-130H, and KC135 to ensure continued funding until replacement
aircraft are available; Congress, agreeing, included
funding and provisions.

important and not unrelated to these attributes, it is regaining a meaningful capacity to fulfil its founding purpose: influencing law and policy to ensure “an adequate
national defense.”

To my support and execution of the ROA strategy as your
executive director, I add some thoughts regarding how I
see our association confronting the contemporary situation.

How do we solidify these advances and what does our
future hold?

For just under four years, my experience has been of an
ROA going from near-collapse to early revitalization; this
has been the work of hundreds and even thousands,
from your staff, to our elected leadership at chapter, department and national levels, to the individual members
who stayed engaged.

Over the past few decades, the ability of commanders to
virtually compel the membership of subordinates was
justifiably erased. Under legal and political pressure, senior commanders and civilian officials grew wary of involvement with advocacy groups.
The world had changed. Yet, continuing to rely on the
traditional means of driving membership – commander
influence – ROA saw its member roles wither, and correspondingly, its revenues, its influence, and its future.
We began losing in the market, and the market plays by
brutal rules.
In our hearts we suspect that long gone are the days of
mega-conventions, staffs in the dozens, with executive
directors handing off work to deputy executive directors,
who in turn send executive assistants and their own assistants scuttling to and fro.
But does that mean that long gone are the days of relevancy for ROA?
No, not by a long shot.
Fortunately, the market’s rules govern with cold impartiality the prospects of everyone in a given market. But
we can know the rules and use that knowledge to fuel
our success.
We must understand – as we learn to do in military planning – what the situation is, and respond appropriately.
ROA is fortunate to have elected leadership that is willing to grapple with the challenge. Since 2014, your leadership has produced two consecutive strategic plans,
grounded in reality, that have helped guide our association’s revitalization.

A word about our elected leaders at chapter, state, and
national levels: these great ROA members, and those
who preceded them (and those who will succeed them),
are the backbone of ROA. Take for example our Executive Committee: nearly half are serving reservists. That
means they come from the generation that “won’t join.”
They joined. New chapters, with the support of unit commanders, are at this moment being formed and revitalized by serving reservists. This is ROA’s future.

Together, we’re competing in a tough market, and making progress. We have competed for “share of mind and
market” with all the other competitors, be they other
associations, the time and resources of members, the
attention and influence of those in governmental power,
and so forth.
When we framed ROA’s value proposition as expertise
on the Reserve Components, we got a good start on revitalization.
Yet, as your executive director, I did not yet fully grasp
what had to be done to truly exploit the value of a value
proposition: my efforts were focused on doing well what
other associations were doing, but narrowly focused
within our RC sphere. Thus, I reasoned, we’d stand out
by competing better – by outperforming what others
were performing.
Undeniably we made and are making progress; but this
sort of edge is limited and easily compromised. Eventually, some competitor simply does better what we are all
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a $500K/year prospect, some of which can be defrayed
with advertising).

A National Guard and Reserve Panel addressed the
Committee on The Well-being of Military Families on
April 24 at the National Academy of Sciences Building
in Washington. The committee is studying the challenges and opportunities facing military families and
what is known about effective strategies for supporting and protecting military children and families.
ROA’s Susan Lukas spoke about the challenges facing
Reserve Component members and explained how
these issues affect family members, including financial difficulties families face with unreimbursed outof-pocket training expenses, orders cancelled from
government shutdowns, budget uncertainties and
loss of income from deployments.

Augmenting Reserve Voice is a much-increased use of
Facebook over last year; our posts have as much as quintupled, with both original content and feeds from other
RC Facebook sites. Over the past year, we renegotiated
our SmartBrief contract to give much more RC content,
and have seen an increase of more than 200 subscribers.
ROA’s revenues from this product run about $180 per
quarter.
ROA is the only national military group to have a monthly opinion-editorial “op-ed” column in the influential and
ubiquitous daily Washington newspaper, The Hill. We
have published an op-ed every month since March. With
a print and online distribution in the hundreds of thousands, this exposure in The Hill gives ROA great visibility.
As this report goes to press, we are drafting a piece for
the paper’s special September veterans edition. ROA is
also placing op-eds in Defense News publications, such
as Army Times, Navy Times, etc.

In July, ROA began monthly video podcasts featuring
topics of interest to members of the RC, shown on our
Facebook page, in Reserve Voice, and on ROA.org, they
have included a legislative update and an interview with
Rosie Lopez, the wife of an OIF Army Reserve veteran
debilitated by toxic exposure (burn pits) trying to get VA

Four of the ROA-authored op-eds on issues touching the nation’s Reserve Components published in The Hill each month
since March. ROA is working with the Defense News chain to
carry our content.

benefits and good employment after losing his job with
the Texas Department of Public Safety.
ROA.org has the capacity for special interest groups; we
have three now, Coast Guard, Legislation, and Membership; and must expand both the number and use of
these SIGs. Use among members of these SIGs remains
weak, likely a result of both lack of awareness and a perception that a given SIG does not (yet) offer value. Work
to do!
Challenges remain: ROA’s success at communicating its
messages internally and externally has been hobbled by
the lack of a fulltime communications director; the executive director, who has a background in public affairs and
communications, is dual-hatted with this role and only
partially effective. Nonetheless, the mission to communicate is ours to accomplish, and progress has been made
over the past two years that provides a firm foundation
for better performance.
Securing ROA’s future
ROA has come through a tough period; it is financially
viable and stable. It is regaining membership strength
and credibility in the Reserve Component arena. Most

•

Acting on ROA input regarding member problems
with out-of-pocket expenses incurred under the DoD
cap on travel payments, Congress directed that travel reimbursement limitations be removed.

•

Helped defeat increases to TRICARE costs for retirees
who were previously grandfathered for program
changes.

•

Congress directed development of an information
system to track the health of Special Operations
Forces personnel after ROA-sponsored medical seminar with Congressional members and staff.

•

ROA and NGAUS partnered to drive the policy reform that authorized Reserve Component service
members to buy Army Combat Uniforms from AAFES
online, eliminating yet another AC-RC inequity.

•

Drove continued funding for the A-10 Warthog;
$163.7 million in the base budget for A-10 modifications with an increase of $65.0 million for the A-10
wing replacement program.

•

From the ROA legislative agenda, won support for
the RC cyber mission as expressed by the Senate
Armed Services Committee: “As the military departments continue to formalize their contribution to the
U.S. Cyber Command Cyber Mission Force by acquiring, training, and managing personnel with cyberrelated capabilities, the committee encourages creative utilization of personnel who serve in the reserve

component. The private sector requirement for relevant cyber knowledge and experience continues to
grow, which means the reserve component may be
the ideal source of personnel.”
•

Achieved two additional entitlements for Reserve
Component personnel ordered to active duty for
preplanned missions in support of combatant commands (10 U.S.C. 12304b): to receive a highdeployment allowance for frequent or lengthy deployments and to prevent reduction in pay while
absent from a position of employment with the Federal Government.

•

Influenced Congressional language establishing the
U.S. policy with respect to matters pertaining to cyberspace, cybersecurity, and cyber warfare which
they had previously requested from the President.

•

Influenced reversal of the Army’s discharge of immigrants seeking citizenship through military service,
allowing them to remain in service pending completion of security clearances.

ROA moved into the second session of the 115th Congress with a legislative agenda exclusively focused on the
readiness of the Reserve Components and support of
those who serve in the Reserve force, their families and
veterans of the force. ROA, because of its founding purpose, is a “policy-oriented” military service organization,
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unlike some other excellent MSOs and veterans service
organizations which are “benefits-oriented.”
Like most MSOs and VSOs, we actually engage in a blend
of advocacy; some of ROA’s most important victories
have been benefits-oriented (Reserve pay and retirement improvements, survivor benefits equalization with
the active component, etc.). These advances plausibly
helped attract and retain Reservists, in turn enhancing
the Reserve Components’ strength.
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ROA has also responded to the increased prominence of
cyber missions, ensuring Congress understands RC contributions. Four additional cyber legislative requirements
ensure the Reserve Components get the proper resources and attention in this vital area. ROA also has seven service-specific priorities with accompanying position
papers. Finally, 76 ROA member-driven resolutions establish the association’s national policies.
No other organization exclusively represents all the nation’s uniformed reserve components. ROA has rediscovered its natural role and is thereby fulfilling its founding
purpose.

Grow membership.
After years of membership declines, ROA is experiencing
net gains in both term and associate memberships: each
month since April 2017 – a year and a half now – has
seen net gains in these two categories of membership.

Symbolizing ROA’s singular RC focus is our unique campaign to
furnish members of the RC with a single print-on-demand document reflecting all their service.

Eleven general legislative priorities, each with a corresponding position paper, address the capability of the
entire Reserve Component.
A signature legislative initiative is ROA’s push to make it
easier for members of the RC to gain veteran status for
federal hiring preference. Members of the Reserve and
Guard must now attain 180 or more consecutive days of
active duty to get this status; that can be difficult if not
impossible. In a proposal that would cost the taxpayers
essentially nothing, yet yield great benefits, ROA proposes changing the word consecutive to cumulative. Members of the RC benefit in the competition for federal jobs
– and the nation benefits by having more quality men
and women in the civil service.

Our net life membership losses average 105 per month;
life member losses (mortality among our older, honored
members) usually resulting in a net loss for the month.
But no longer always: in July our net membership gains
gave us a net overall gain for the fiscal year; in August,
losses overcame gains, but the spell has been broken!
A trend that was just developing last year is now solidifying: ROA’s grassroots – our chapters and departments –
are revitalizing. Responding to the new vitality, finances,
and improved communications and trust within ROA at
all levels, our grassroots are recruiting new members.

Beyond the unbroken nearly two-year trend in term and
associate member gains, we are seeing a growth in chapter formation. The Department of South Carolina this
fiscal year established two new chapters (Columbia and
Charleston), and is exploring two or three more, including a joint project with Georgia to build a Savannah chapter.
The wing commander is supporting the establishment of
a new chapter at Dover Air Force Base; earlier in Septem-

tries. USSOUTHCOM sent several representatives registered through ROA and the special assistant to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs was part of the U.S. delegation.
Retired Army Brig. Gen. Fernando Fernandez was reelected to a second term as UPORFA president and ROA
Past National President Robert Smith, a retired Army
major general, was reappointed by ROA as chief U.S. delegate for UPORFA. UPORFA has observer credentials for
its counties to attend the CIOR summer congress in outreach for the two organizations.
The next UPORFA congress, Oct. 17-19, 2018, will be in
Lima, Peru; the theme is “Operational Use of Military
Reserves.”
CIOR
CIOR (French abbreviation for The Interallied Confederation of Reserve Officers), is a NATO-affiliated, nonpolitical and non-profit umbrella organization of member
-nation national reserve officer associations that represents the interests of some 1 million reservists across 36
participating nations within and beyond NATO. The United Kingdom holds the current presidency of CIOR.
ROA is the DOD designated CIOR U.S. representative;
ROA Past National President Michael Silva, a retired Army brigadier general, is the U.S. vice president who acts
as the Head of Delegation for the United States.
Typical issues of interest include the contribution of reserve forces to international operations, cyber warfare
and current threats, Immigration and current challenges,
the re-integration of reservists within their respective
communities following deployment abroad, the law of
armed conflict, the impact of NATO expansion on the
Reserves, and employer support to reservists.
CIOR’s two main roles are providing advice on reserve
issues to support the NATO alliance, and fostering the
professional development of reserve officers. CIOR committees include the Defense Attitudes and Security Issues
Committee, Civil-Military Cooperation Committee, Mili-

tary Competitions Committee, Legal Committee, Partnership for Peace & Outreach Committee, Language Academy Committee, Winter Seminar Committee, and the
Young Reserve Officers Workshop Committee.
ROA works with the U.S. Reserve Commands to ensure
current reserve participation and contributions to the
international committee work.
CIOR’s 2018 winter meeting was held at NATO headquarters in Brussels in February. The next winter meeting will
be late January 2019 at the new NATO building in Brussels. Next Summer Congress will be in Tallinn, Estonia, in
late July or early August.
Reserve Officers Association League
ROAL supports the men and women of America's
Reserve components by promoting and enhancing the activities of the Reserve Officers Association. ROAL’s goals include extending the aims of ROA
by the dissemination of information on National Security, collaborating in all activities of ROA when so requested, helping promote legislation sponsored by ROA, and
furthering acquaintances among ROA families. Andy
Chumney is the current ROAL National President.

Improve strategic communications.
Strategic communications start with internal communications. ROA’s monthly Executive Committee conference
call, quarterly calls with the national and department
presidents, and a monthly call with the National Council
have gone far to rebuild understanding, transparency
and trust throughout our organization.
ROA’s information flow is improving: the twice-monthly
Reserve Voice, emailed to all members with emails, provides original and useful information from other sources.
Reserve Voice does not however fully replace The Officer
(my aspiration is to generate enough revenues to resume publication. Considering the staff and/or outsourced editorial/layout capacity necessary, that’s easily
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ROA USAA Visa and American Express credit card provides an opportunity for ROA to receive revenue through
rebates and points donations participation has been
sluggish. Only 32 accounts have been opened since our
agreement was signed in October 2015 generating earnings of less than $1,000 in three years.
Additionally, AGIA’s Emergency Assistance Plus plan,
LifeLine Screening, and SmartBrief generated approximately $27,000.

Henry J. Reilly Scholarship Program
On July 28, ROA announced the twenty recipients of
Henry J. Reilly Scholarships for academic year 2018-2019.
This was double last year’s number of recipients. The
$2,500 scholarships were awarded for undergraduate
and graduate studies on a competitive basis of academics, leadership and service, and potential for contribution
to society.
The annual Henry J. Reilly Scholarship program is funded
within the ROA’s STARs Foundation; STARs (Standing Together for America’s Reservists) is a 501(c)3 corporation
that supports the work of the ROA to enhance national
security by sustaining a strong Reserve force and supporting citizen-warriors and their families. Scholarship
applicants must be members of ROA or direct family
members. ROA again used the firm International Scholarship and Tuition Services for excellent turnkey scholarship program management.
Service Members Law Center

While ROA in 2016 was forced to discontinue the position of director, Service Members Law Center, we retain
the center’s law review library, fully archived on its website, which also offers useful links to other legal resources. Through the generous volunteer efforts of former SMLC director, retired Capt. Samuel Wright, USNR,
the library has expanded to more than 1,500 reviews,
with more added each week. We publish each new review in Reserve Voice and post to the library archives.
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Among new members, 20 percent over the past year
have been NCOs, serving or veteran. There had been
some question about the likelihood of NCOs joining ROA.
Well, they are! (Now, let’s heighten their enthusiasm
with eligibility expansion to all ranks, so “their” troops
can join too!)

“I am writing to thank you for your generous
$2,500 Henry J. Reilly Scholarship. I was very
happy and appreciative to learn that I had
received it. With your help, you have
lightened my financial burden, allowing me
to focus on school and finding time to give
back to the community. I hope one day I will
be able to help students achieve their goals
just as you have helped me!”

To build the momentum, a partnership between the National Membership Committee, national staff, and volunteer department leaders is piloting a chapter and department coaching program. The concept is to team volunteer coaches with chapters and departments that want
to revitalize and accept external help. As ROA’s executive
director, it’s my honor to be helping the Kansas City
chapter. Up in Rhode Island, veteran ROA membership
powerhouse Dennis Morgan has volunteered to help in
the New England states.

ROA salutes Susan Sebastian of Beavercreek,
Ohio, an undergraduate studying industrial
engineering and design, and her 19 fellow
scholarship recipients.

ROA’s international programs
UPORFA
UPORFA (Spanish abbreviation for the Pan-American Union of Armed Forces Reserve Officers) is a non-profit advocacy organization serving as a protector of human
rights, justice and democracy, defending the security and
effectiveness of fundamental rights, comprising Reserve
officers from the Americas who are members of the Inter
-American Defense Administrative Council, including
Canada. ROA is the U.S. affiliate. UPORFA provides a
goodwill forum to promote the progress, development,
and preservation of democracy, secure and enhance military values among the societies defended by the armed
forces, and retain the ethical, moral and physical virtues
that characterize military service. The organization promotes the development of policies, the exchange of
training, and necessary changes for reserve officers, according to the laws and regulations of the associated
countries.
UPORFA held its 2017 annual congress in Buenos Aires
with more than 130 participants representing six coun-

The 459th Mission Support Group’s Chief Master Sgt. Israel Nunez signs up with ROA at the group’s Joint Base Andrews family day in September 2018; more than half the
24 new memberships that day were from the enlisted
ranks.

ber ROA National sent its chief of staff and Air Force section director there to attend an event the new group
held. And we are in the early stages of an Andrews Air
Force Base chapter reestablishment among serving Citizen-Airmen (led by national treasurer Lt. Col. Layne
Wroblewski and Air Force National Junior VP Staff Sgt.
April Hill). In support, your executive director attended
an event there in early September.
There have been some department and chapter closures,
but these were among organizations that had essentially
already ceased to exist (such as Montana) and the closure merely recognized that fact. Call me optimistic, but
with our momentum building, I bet we’ll see initiatives in
the next year or two to do some sort of revitalization.

During the Omaha national convention, South Carolina’s
Ray Orvin, who helped lead the department’s successful
revitalization cited above, will facilitate a membership
workshop focused on chapter and department revitalization. (This session is distinct from the convention’s ROA
Academy, which is focused on critically important department governance and procedure.)
As I wrote in last year’s annual report, a canard that may
stymie membership efforts is the perception that we
must focus on enrolling young prospects to the exclusion
of older veterans. Experience indicates that we benefit
greatly from members in their 50s and beyond, whose
focus is less likely to be on careers and raising families,
and who have the discretionary income, time, and desire
to reconnect with the richness of their military life. Truly,
an extensive diversity within the reserve milieu is best.
From a 2013 McKinley Advisors survey of member needs
(our most recent), we know that members older than 60
are “not only the most satisfied with ROA membership,
but they’re also the most likely to promote ROA.” Members 31-40 join and renew for legislative issues and see
civilian association memberships as equally valuable
(and potentially complementary); those under age 30
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begins April 1. One idea is to partner with state departments, cost-sharing advertisements in regional media.
The effectiveness of ROA’s legislative and policy advocacy directly reinforces our attractiveness. We must build
on that success and use the Red Cap initiative to increase
grassroots activism. We must better communicate our
successes, including those at the department and chapter level. And we must rebuild our chapters and departments.
Department of Wisconsin ROA members meet at The High
Ground, a veteran's memorial near Neillsville, Wis.

and from 41 to 50 “seek professional development education, resources to advance their military careers, access to civilian career opportunities, and legal information and employment law support.” Those age 51-60
“seek a unified voice for reserve officers.”

All of which we are working on. The numbers tell the
story.

Provide quality products and services.
Over the years “products and services” have come to
mean benefits such as the excellent insurance and financial products offered through our partners, such as Mer-

The McKinley survey showed that more than half of our
members joined because a member referred them.
What must be revived is the one-on-one “retail” approach: an ROA member speaking individually with a
reservist about our association’s value (and we have generated great value in just the past three years!)
Members identified advocacy (84 percent) and information (65 percent) as the two greatest priorities for
ROA. Lesser, but significant priorities were: in-depth
(defense) news analysis, legal information and employment law assistance, military career advancement support, marketplace discounts, and face-to-face development opportunities offered by Defense Education Forum
and officer professional education events.
Budget frailties have until now precluded advertising,
but we are reaching the point where we can give paid
advertising some thought. We now have an increasingly
effective “earned-media” game – getting free coverage
in the media with quotes, articles, op-eds, etc. Complementing that exposure with highly selective ads could
pay off, and I am giving this thought for FY 2020, which

cer and USAA. As important as those benefits are, products and services include activities undertaken by ROA at
any and all levels to enhance the viability of chapters and
departments, the experience of members, and increase
the value of their membership – all so that ROA can
better fulfil its founding purpose.
So defined, an improved website, chapter and department leadership coaching, ROA logo apparel, and electronic dashboard templates that would help department
track key metrics, such as membership and finances,
could all be interpreted as products and services.
Arguably the greatest service ROA’s national leadership
provided the organization in FY 2018 was the payment of
membership dues that had accrued for years. Of 46 departments owed dues, 30 have qualified under ROA’s
constitution and bylaws and have received their funds; a
total of $410,132.84 has been paid. Going forward, we
will regularly pay new rebates earned on memberships.
To qualify, departments, and all their chapters, must
have filed three items with national: a current election
report; a financial report as of the end of the most recent fiscal year; and a copy of the IRS confirmation that
taxes have been filed for the most recent tax year. For
some, the process has been arduous, but the payoff is a
check and much better records. These dollars can be
used however the department chooses; some have already put them to work in membership activities.
A welcome and appreciated sign of renewed goodwill,
some departments have donated a portion of their rebate funds back to ROA National. We have received
more than $5,000 and will use it wisely for the benefit of
all.

Dept. of Hawaii’s Lt. Col. Sanford Ching, USAF (Ret.) and wife
Carolyn, Col. Walt Ozawa, USA (Ret.) and wife Gayle, and Maj.
Dave DeWitt, USA (Ret.) and wife Charlotte. The ROA Memorial
plaque reads, “We honor and salute the brave men and women
who gave their lives that this great nation and the world remain
free.”

As indicated in the 2013 McKinley survey, 33 percent of
members considered marketplace discounts and benefits
to be important components of ROA membership. Products and services of the greatest impact to members include our affinity insurance and financial offerings.

ROA’s affinity revenue drivers

As ROA’s exclusive broker of record for ROA, more than
30 insurance related products are available from Mercer:
Tricare supplements, Medicare supplements, major
medical, long-term care, hospital income and short-term
recovery, and others are offered. Some 7,000 ROA members have policies representing $5 million in premiums.
In FY 2018, ROA received $557,703 in insurance surpluses and $19,971 in royalties.
We will soon provide information on three new products
recently added:
1. ROA has partnered with CommonBond, a leading
student lender, to help you save money through student loan refinancing. Refinancing your federal or
private student loans with a new one at a lower interest rate can save you thousands. On average,
CommonBond members save $24,046 with their low
-interest rates, in addition to offering award-winning
service and a simple application process; plus ROA
members get $100 cash back when they refinance.
2. American Hearing provides free hearing consultation
and a significant discount on hearing aids through
American Hearing.
3. Pet insurance coverage through Nationwide.
Additionally, final details are being worked out in an
agreement to offer Identity Theft Protection.

ROA’s partnership with USAA has deepened with their
tenancy on the 2nd floor of the Minuteman Memorial
Building as well as their association with us as an affinity
partner. USAA provides ROA an annual $75,000 affinity
sponsorship (and an annual $10,000 to STARs). While the
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ROA USAA Visa and American Express credit card provides an opportunity for ROA to receive revenue through
rebates and points donations participation has been
sluggish. Only 32 accounts have been opened since our
agreement was signed in October 2015 generating earnings of less than $1,000 in three years.
Additionally, AGIA’s Emergency Assistance Plus plan,
LifeLine Screening, and SmartBrief generated approximately $27,000.

Henry J. Reilly Scholarship Program
On July 28, ROA announced the twenty recipients of
Henry J. Reilly Scholarships for academic year 2018-2019.
This was double last year’s number of recipients. The
$2,500 scholarships were awarded for undergraduate
and graduate studies on a competitive basis of academics, leadership and service, and potential for contribution
to society.
The annual Henry J. Reilly Scholarship program is funded
within the ROA’s STARs Foundation; STARs (Standing Together for America’s Reservists) is a 501(c)3 corporation
that supports the work of the ROA to enhance national
security by sustaining a strong Reserve force and supporting citizen-warriors and their families. Scholarship
applicants must be members of ROA or direct family
members. ROA again used the firm International Scholarship and Tuition Services for excellent turnkey scholarship program management.
Service Members Law Center

While ROA in 2016 was forced to discontinue the position of director, Service Members Law Center, we retain
the center’s law review library, fully archived on its website, which also offers useful links to other legal resources. Through the generous volunteer efforts of former SMLC director, retired Capt. Samuel Wright, USNR,
the library has expanded to more than 1,500 reviews,
with more added each week. We publish each new review in Reserve Voice and post to the library archives.
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Among new members, 20 percent over the past year
have been NCOs, serving or veteran. There had been
some question about the likelihood of NCOs joining ROA.
Well, they are! (Now, let’s heighten their enthusiasm
with eligibility expansion to all ranks, so “their” troops
can join too!)

“I am writing to thank you for your generous
$2,500 Henry J. Reilly Scholarship. I was very
happy and appreciative to learn that I had
received it. With your help, you have
lightened my financial burden, allowing me
to focus on school and finding time to give
back to the community. I hope one day I will
be able to help students achieve their goals
just as you have helped me!”

To build the momentum, a partnership between the National Membership Committee, national staff, and volunteer department leaders is piloting a chapter and department coaching program. The concept is to team volunteer coaches with chapters and departments that want
to revitalize and accept external help. As ROA’s executive
director, it’s my honor to be helping the Kansas City
chapter. Up in Rhode Island, veteran ROA membership
powerhouse Dennis Morgan has volunteered to help in
the New England states.

ROA salutes Susan Sebastian of Beavercreek,
Ohio, an undergraduate studying industrial
engineering and design, and her 19 fellow
scholarship recipients.

ROA’s international programs
UPORFA
UPORFA (Spanish abbreviation for the Pan-American Union of Armed Forces Reserve Officers) is a non-profit advocacy organization serving as a protector of human
rights, justice and democracy, defending the security and
effectiveness of fundamental rights, comprising Reserve
officers from the Americas who are members of the Inter
-American Defense Administrative Council, including
Canada. ROA is the U.S. affiliate. UPORFA provides a
goodwill forum to promote the progress, development,
and preservation of democracy, secure and enhance military values among the societies defended by the armed
forces, and retain the ethical, moral and physical virtues
that characterize military service. The organization promotes the development of policies, the exchange of
training, and necessary changes for reserve officers, according to the laws and regulations of the associated
countries.
UPORFA held its 2017 annual congress in Buenos Aires
with more than 130 participants representing six coun-

The 459th Mission Support Group’s Chief Master Sgt. Israel Nunez signs up with ROA at the group’s Joint Base Andrews family day in September 2018; more than half the
24 new memberships that day were from the enlisted
ranks.

ber ROA National sent its chief of staff and Air Force section director there to attend an event the new group
held. And we are in the early stages of an Andrews Air
Force Base chapter reestablishment among serving Citizen-Airmen (led by national treasurer Lt. Col. Layne
Wroblewski and Air Force National Junior VP Staff Sgt.
April Hill). In support, your executive director attended
an event there in early September.
There have been some department and chapter closures,
but these were among organizations that had essentially
already ceased to exist (such as Montana) and the closure merely recognized that fact. Call me optimistic, but
with our momentum building, I bet we’ll see initiatives in
the next year or two to do some sort of revitalization.

During the Omaha national convention, South Carolina’s
Ray Orvin, who helped lead the department’s successful
revitalization cited above, will facilitate a membership
workshop focused on chapter and department revitalization. (This session is distinct from the convention’s ROA
Academy, which is focused on critically important department governance and procedure.)
As I wrote in last year’s annual report, a canard that may
stymie membership efforts is the perception that we
must focus on enrolling young prospects to the exclusion
of older veterans. Experience indicates that we benefit
greatly from members in their 50s and beyond, whose
focus is less likely to be on careers and raising families,
and who have the discretionary income, time, and desire
to reconnect with the richness of their military life. Truly,
an extensive diversity within the reserve milieu is best.
From a 2013 McKinley Advisors survey of member needs
(our most recent), we know that members older than 60
are “not only the most satisfied with ROA membership,
but they’re also the most likely to promote ROA.” Members 31-40 join and renew for legislative issues and see
civilian association memberships as equally valuable
(and potentially complementary); those under age 30
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unlike some other excellent MSOs and veterans service
organizations which are “benefits-oriented.”
Like most MSOs and VSOs, we actually engage in a blend
of advocacy; some of ROA’s most important victories
have been benefits-oriented (Reserve pay and retirement improvements, survivor benefits equalization with
the active component, etc.). These advances plausibly
helped attract and retain Reservists, in turn enhancing
the Reserve Components’ strength.
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ROA has also responded to the increased prominence of
cyber missions, ensuring Congress understands RC contributions. Four additional cyber legislative requirements
ensure the Reserve Components get the proper resources and attention in this vital area. ROA also has seven service-specific priorities with accompanying position
papers. Finally, 76 ROA member-driven resolutions establish the association’s national policies.
No other organization exclusively represents all the nation’s uniformed reserve components. ROA has rediscovered its natural role and is thereby fulfilling its founding
purpose.

Grow membership.
After years of membership declines, ROA is experiencing
net gains in both term and associate memberships: each
month since April 2017 – a year and a half now – has
seen net gains in these two categories of membership.

Symbolizing ROA’s singular RC focus is our unique campaign to
furnish members of the RC with a single print-on-demand document reflecting all their service.

Eleven general legislative priorities, each with a corresponding position paper, address the capability of the
entire Reserve Component.
A signature legislative initiative is ROA’s push to make it
easier for members of the RC to gain veteran status for
federal hiring preference. Members of the Reserve and
Guard must now attain 180 or more consecutive days of
active duty to get this status; that can be difficult if not
impossible. In a proposal that would cost the taxpayers
essentially nothing, yet yield great benefits, ROA proposes changing the word consecutive to cumulative. Members of the RC benefit in the competition for federal jobs
– and the nation benefits by having more quality men
and women in the civil service.

Our net life membership losses average 105 per month;
life member losses (mortality among our older, honored
members) usually resulting in a net loss for the month.
But no longer always: in July our net membership gains
gave us a net overall gain for the fiscal year; in August,
losses overcame gains, but the spell has been broken!
A trend that was just developing last year is now solidifying: ROA’s grassroots – our chapters and departments –
are revitalizing. Responding to the new vitality, finances,
and improved communications and trust within ROA at
all levels, our grassroots are recruiting new members.

Beyond the unbroken nearly two-year trend in term and
associate member gains, we are seeing a growth in chapter formation. The Department of South Carolina this
fiscal year established two new chapters (Columbia and
Charleston), and is exploring two or three more, including a joint project with Georgia to build a Savannah chapter.
The wing commander is supporting the establishment of
a new chapter at Dover Air Force Base; earlier in Septem-

tries. USSOUTHCOM sent several representatives registered through ROA and the special assistant to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs was part of the U.S. delegation.
Retired Army Brig. Gen. Fernando Fernandez was reelected to a second term as UPORFA president and ROA
Past National President Robert Smith, a retired Army
major general, was reappointed by ROA as chief U.S. delegate for UPORFA. UPORFA has observer credentials for
its counties to attend the CIOR summer congress in outreach for the two organizations.
The next UPORFA congress, Oct. 17-19, 2018, will be in
Lima, Peru; the theme is “Operational Use of Military
Reserves.”
CIOR
CIOR (French abbreviation for The Interallied Confederation of Reserve Officers), is a NATO-affiliated, nonpolitical and non-profit umbrella organization of member
-nation national reserve officer associations that represents the interests of some 1 million reservists across 36
participating nations within and beyond NATO. The United Kingdom holds the current presidency of CIOR.
ROA is the DOD designated CIOR U.S. representative;
ROA Past National President Michael Silva, a retired Army brigadier general, is the U.S. vice president who acts
as the Head of Delegation for the United States.
Typical issues of interest include the contribution of reserve forces to international operations, cyber warfare
and current threats, Immigration and current challenges,
the re-integration of reservists within their respective
communities following deployment abroad, the law of
armed conflict, the impact of NATO expansion on the
Reserves, and employer support to reservists.
CIOR’s two main roles are providing advice on reserve
issues to support the NATO alliance, and fostering the
professional development of reserve officers. CIOR committees include the Defense Attitudes and Security Issues
Committee, Civil-Military Cooperation Committee, Mili-

tary Competitions Committee, Legal Committee, Partnership for Peace & Outreach Committee, Language Academy Committee, Winter Seminar Committee, and the
Young Reserve Officers Workshop Committee.
ROA works with the U.S. Reserve Commands to ensure
current reserve participation and contributions to the
international committee work.
CIOR’s 2018 winter meeting was held at NATO headquarters in Brussels in February. The next winter meeting will
be late January 2019 at the new NATO building in Brussels. Next Summer Congress will be in Tallinn, Estonia, in
late July or early August.
Reserve Officers Association League
ROAL supports the men and women of America's
Reserve components by promoting and enhancing the activities of the Reserve Officers Association. ROAL’s goals include extending the aims of ROA
by the dissemination of information on National Security, collaborating in all activities of ROA when so requested, helping promote legislation sponsored by ROA, and
furthering acquaintances among ROA families. Andy
Chumney is the current ROAL National President.

Improve strategic communications.
Strategic communications start with internal communications. ROA’s monthly Executive Committee conference
call, quarterly calls with the national and department
presidents, and a monthly call with the National Council
have gone far to rebuild understanding, transparency
and trust throughout our organization.
ROA’s information flow is improving: the twice-monthly
Reserve Voice, emailed to all members with emails, provides original and useful information from other sources.
Reserve Voice does not however fully replace The Officer
(my aspiration is to generate enough revenues to resume publication. Considering the staff and/or outsourced editorial/layout capacity necessary, that’s easily
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a $500K/year prospect, some of which can be defrayed
with advertising).

A National Guard and Reserve Panel addressed the
Committee on The Well-being of Military Families on
April 24 at the National Academy of Sciences Building
in Washington. The committee is studying the challenges and opportunities facing military families and
what is known about effective strategies for supporting and protecting military children and families.
ROA’s Susan Lukas spoke about the challenges facing
Reserve Component members and explained how
these issues affect family members, including financial difficulties families face with unreimbursed outof-pocket training expenses, orders cancelled from
government shutdowns, budget uncertainties and
loss of income from deployments.

Augmenting Reserve Voice is a much-increased use of
Facebook over last year; our posts have as much as quintupled, with both original content and feeds from other
RC Facebook sites. Over the past year, we renegotiated
our SmartBrief contract to give much more RC content,
and have seen an increase of more than 200 subscribers.
ROA’s revenues from this product run about $180 per
quarter.
ROA is the only national military group to have a monthly opinion-editorial “op-ed” column in the influential and
ubiquitous daily Washington newspaper, The Hill. We
have published an op-ed every month since March. With
a print and online distribution in the hundreds of thousands, this exposure in The Hill gives ROA great visibility.
As this report goes to press, we are drafting a piece for
the paper’s special September veterans edition. ROA is
also placing op-eds in Defense News publications, such
as Army Times, Navy Times, etc.

In July, ROA began monthly video podcasts featuring
topics of interest to members of the RC, shown on our
Facebook page, in Reserve Voice, and on ROA.org, they
have included a legislative update and an interview with
Rosie Lopez, the wife of an OIF Army Reserve veteran
debilitated by toxic exposure (burn pits) trying to get VA

Four of the ROA-authored op-eds on issues touching the nation’s Reserve Components published in The Hill each month
since March. ROA is working with the Defense News chain to
carry our content.

benefits and good employment after losing his job with
the Texas Department of Public Safety.
ROA.org has the capacity for special interest groups; we
have three now, Coast Guard, Legislation, and Membership; and must expand both the number and use of
these SIGs. Use among members of these SIGs remains
weak, likely a result of both lack of awareness and a perception that a given SIG does not (yet) offer value. Work
to do!
Challenges remain: ROA’s success at communicating its
messages internally and externally has been hobbled by
the lack of a fulltime communications director; the executive director, who has a background in public affairs and
communications, is dual-hatted with this role and only
partially effective. Nonetheless, the mission to communicate is ours to accomplish, and progress has been made
over the past two years that provides a firm foundation
for better performance.
Securing ROA’s future
ROA has come through a tough period; it is financially
viable and stable. It is regaining membership strength
and credibility in the Reserve Component arena. Most

•

Acting on ROA input regarding member problems
with out-of-pocket expenses incurred under the DoD
cap on travel payments, Congress directed that travel reimbursement limitations be removed.

•

Helped defeat increases to TRICARE costs for retirees
who were previously grandfathered for program
changes.

•

Congress directed development of an information
system to track the health of Special Operations
Forces personnel after ROA-sponsored medical seminar with Congressional members and staff.

•

ROA and NGAUS partnered to drive the policy reform that authorized Reserve Component service
members to buy Army Combat Uniforms from AAFES
online, eliminating yet another AC-RC inequity.

•

Drove continued funding for the A-10 Warthog;
$163.7 million in the base budget for A-10 modifications with an increase of $65.0 million for the A-10
wing replacement program.

•

From the ROA legislative agenda, won support for
the RC cyber mission as expressed by the Senate
Armed Services Committee: “As the military departments continue to formalize their contribution to the
U.S. Cyber Command Cyber Mission Force by acquiring, training, and managing personnel with cyberrelated capabilities, the committee encourages creative utilization of personnel who serve in the reserve

component. The private sector requirement for relevant cyber knowledge and experience continues to
grow, which means the reserve component may be
the ideal source of personnel.”
•

Achieved two additional entitlements for Reserve
Component personnel ordered to active duty for
preplanned missions in support of combatant commands (10 U.S.C. 12304b): to receive a highdeployment allowance for frequent or lengthy deployments and to prevent reduction in pay while
absent from a position of employment with the Federal Government.

•

Influenced Congressional language establishing the
U.S. policy with respect to matters pertaining to cyberspace, cybersecurity, and cyber warfare which
they had previously requested from the President.

•

Influenced reversal of the Army’s discharge of immigrants seeking citizenship through military service,
allowing them to remain in service pending completion of security clearances.

ROA moved into the second session of the 115th Congress with a legislative agenda exclusively focused on the
readiness of the Reserve Components and support of
those who serve in the Reserve force, their families and
veterans of the force. ROA, because of its founding purpose, is a “policy-oriented” military service organization,
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Which is not to say there aren’t other things. As a veterans’ organization incorporated under Internal Revenue
Code section 501(c)19, ROA must be operated exclusively for one or more of the following purposes:
•

•

•

•

•

to promote the social welfare of the community (e.g.,
to promote the common good and general welfare of
the people of the community
to assist disabled and needy war veterans and members of the United States Armed Forces and their dependents — and the widows and orphans of deceased veterans
to provide entertainment, care, and assistance to
hospitalized veterans or members of the United
States Armed Forces
to carry on programs to perpetuate the memory of
deceased veterans and members of the United States
Armed Forces and comfort their survivors
to conduct programs for religious, charitable, scientific, literary or educational purposes

•

to sponsor or participate in activities of a patriotic
nature

•

to provide insurance benefits for members or their
dependents or

•

to provide social and recreational activities for members

ROA is engaged in several of these purposes, its founding
purpose being the promotion of social welfare, specifically that social welfare derived from “an adequate national security.”
Other activities enable us to attract and retain members,
enriching their experience, and providing us the influence to fulfil our founding purpose.
If we did nothing else and still managed to support a
strong Reserve force . . . we’d arguably have fulfilled our
chartered purpose and the intent of our founders (and
continued to earn our IRS status).
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The founding purpose has guided ROA over the decades.
As the association grew, and in the absence of more extensive national security expertise in Washington, ROA’s
focus broadened throughout the national security realm.
In time, other centers of such expertise developed, eroding ROA’s claim to broad authority. The “market had
changed” and ROA gradually lost credibility and clout,
trying to be what it no longer could.
ROA’s leadership has recognized the importance of renewing a tightened focus on the objective our association should naturally pursue: ROA, with its unique insight, experience, and knowledge of the reserves, owns
the RC space. That is our value proposition.
ROA maintains a robust legislative agenda that is tightly
focused on the role of the Reserve Components in national security, and improving the lives of RC members,
families and veterans of the Reserve force. Unlike any
other association, ROA’s legislative agenda tackles strategic and operational issues extending across all the Reserve Component services. Supporting the Reserve forces
is part of what some other associations do; it’s all that
ROA does.
ROA’s achievements are a result of our direct action
through resolutions, letters, seminars, and the ROA legislative agenda. Additionally, efforts continued over the
year with Congress, the Reserve Chiefs, The Military Coalition, the National Military and Veterans Association,
Enlisted Association of the National Guard of the United
States, National Guard Association of the United States,
other military and veteran’s service organizations, and
the Reserve Forces Policy Board.

ROA’s recent calendar year 2018 legislative and
policy achievements:
•

Worked with Congress on the A-10, C-130H, and KC135 to ensure continued funding until replacement
aircraft are available; Congress, agreeing, included
funding and provisions.

important and not unrelated to these attributes, it is regaining a meaningful capacity to fulfil its founding purpose: influencing law and policy to ensure “an adequate
national defense.”

To my support and execution of the ROA strategy as your
executive director, I add some thoughts regarding how I
see our association confronting the contemporary situation.

How do we solidify these advances and what does our
future hold?

For just under four years, my experience has been of an
ROA going from near-collapse to early revitalization; this
has been the work of hundreds and even thousands,
from your staff, to our elected leadership at chapter, department and national levels, to the individual members
who stayed engaged.

Over the past few decades, the ability of commanders to
virtually compel the membership of subordinates was
justifiably erased. Under legal and political pressure, senior commanders and civilian officials grew wary of involvement with advocacy groups.
The world had changed. Yet, continuing to rely on the
traditional means of driving membership – commander
influence – ROA saw its member roles wither, and correspondingly, its revenues, its influence, and its future.
We began losing in the market, and the market plays by
brutal rules.
In our hearts we suspect that long gone are the days of
mega-conventions, staffs in the dozens, with executive
directors handing off work to deputy executive directors,
who in turn send executive assistants and their own assistants scuttling to and fro.
But does that mean that long gone are the days of relevancy for ROA?
No, not by a long shot.
Fortunately, the market’s rules govern with cold impartiality the prospects of everyone in a given market. But
we can know the rules and use that knowledge to fuel
our success.
We must understand – as we learn to do in military planning – what the situation is, and respond appropriately.
ROA is fortunate to have elected leadership that is willing to grapple with the challenge. Since 2014, your leadership has produced two consecutive strategic plans,
grounded in reality, that have helped guide our association’s revitalization.

A word about our elected leaders at chapter, state, and
national levels: these great ROA members, and those
who preceded them (and those who will succeed them),
are the backbone of ROA. Take for example our Executive Committee: nearly half are serving reservists. That
means they come from the generation that “won’t join.”
They joined. New chapters, with the support of unit commanders, are at this moment being formed and revitalized by serving reservists. This is ROA’s future.

Together, we’re competing in a tough market, and making progress. We have competed for “share of mind and
market” with all the other competitors, be they other
associations, the time and resources of members, the
attention and influence of those in governmental power,
and so forth.
When we framed ROA’s value proposition as expertise
on the Reserve Components, we got a good start on revitalization.
Yet, as your executive director, I did not yet fully grasp
what had to be done to truly exploit the value of a value
proposition: my efforts were focused on doing well what
other associations were doing, but narrowly focused
within our RC sphere. Thus, I reasoned, we’d stand out
by competing better – by outperforming what others
were performing.
Undeniably we made and are making progress; but this
sort of edge is limited and easily compromised. Eventually, some competitor simply does better what we are all
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doing. And ROA is out-competed by an association that,
for example, forms an effective “RC division.”
It can happen.
It is our competitive advantage that moves us beyond
the mutually bloodying dogfight of competition into
what can be called monopoly. In monopoly, we own the
space.
We must fulfil our value proposition with discrete activities – the fundamental
building blocks of strategy –
that are different from
those used by others, not
merely doing what others
are doing better than they
are doing them.
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How does ROA gain this sort of monopoly in our space?
This is new ground for me. I am just beginning to grapple
with what such activities would look like: how do you
influence a congressional committee chairman in a way
significantly different from the traditional way it’s done?
How do you attract new members? How do you revitalize moribund chapters?
How do you do so in a way that if imitated would compromise a competitor’s existing approach? What are the
trade-offs that permit
concentration on the
right things?
Certainly, the decision to
focus tightly on the Reserve Components has
driven tradeoffs – we
say “no” to activities
which “yesteryear” saw
heavy ROA engagement,
such as Defense Education Forums that had
little if anything to do
with the RC.

Southwest Airlines and
American Airlines are both
great U.S. companies in the
transportation business. But
SWA has, over time, identified and employed activities
that are so different from
AA’s (and everyone else’s)
Celebrating a great Coastie’s century, in March at ROA two USCG
that for AA to copy them to admirals and dozens of Coast Guardsmen honored USCG Capt.
This exploration of motake market share from SWA Walter Handy, savior of the then-embattled Coast Guard Reserve
nopoly does not mean
and
a
storied
ROA
leader.
would disrupt the basic
that ROA will “go it
“fabric” of AA’s “go-to-market” strategy. The unassigned
alone.” Far from that, we are an active member of The
seating, the use of one airplane type, the selection of
Military Coalition, and form partnerships where interests
smaller airports . . .
coincide. ROA has led the way in a coalition of RC organizations that include the superb National Guard AssociaIn short, AA, which like any organization, is a web of intion of the US and the scrappy Enlisted Association of the
terconnected activities, would disrupt itself and do itself
National Guard. Effectively advocating for change is a
damage by copying SWA’s activities.
team sport! ROA is a good team member.
SWA has a form of monopoly, gained while it was, relative to the airline giants, small and financially disadvantaged. It isn’t the toxic kind that prompts anti-trust government intervention or consumer gouging; it means
that SWA has a niche all to itself.

But when need be, we will forge ahead “alone and unafraid,” as we did on the campaign that resulted in a victory for Reserve families. Benefits for the surviving families of RC members who die on inactive duty training
were grossly unequal to the benefits provided families

memberships (which do not generate recurring dues revenues), maintenance of the Henry J. Reilly Memorial and
Scholarship program, payments associated with ROA’s
annuity program, and other uses authorized by the governing body. The portfolio is ably managed by Dennis
Barba, Jr., M.B.A and Ph.D. (in finance), of the Cleveland
firm Oxford Harriman & Company.
The current ROA portfolio is valued at $8,346,600. The
portfolio generates current cash flow of approximately
$175,000 annually. The portfolio’s current asset allocation is:
Cash

it is the fulfilment of that purpose that is the focus of
everything else done by ROA and its members.
There is a great scene in the 1991 movie, City Slickers.
Billy Crystal plays Mitch, a father and husband in a stale
marriage and the throes of self-doubt, who goes on a
dude ranch cattle drive to get himself straight.
Mitch and Curly, the weathered and flinty cattleman
played by Jack Palance, are riding alone somewhere Out
West. Responding to Mitch’s whining about life, Palance’s Curly, cigarette clinched in the corner of his
mouth, squints at his post-yuppy client.

8%

US Equity

40%

International Equity

12%

Market Neutral/Alternative

7%

Fixed Income

33%

The portfolio’s performance under Mr. Barba has been:
Calendar Year-to-Date 2018

2017 full year

3.10%

12.30%

Trailing 12 months

7.60%

Since inception

9.85%

While we must be careful shepherds of our resources, so
generously provided by others, we have solidified our
regrowth with a robust legislative program, scholarship
program, resumption of defense education forums, and
growth of the Service Members Law Center law review
library. ROA is fulfilling our founding purpose, as will be
shown in the following sections.

Influence legislation and military policy.
ROA was founded in 1922 expressly to do one thing: “. . .
support and assist in the development and execution of
a military policy for the United States which shall provide
adequate National Defense.” That phrase, substantially
unaltered, stands in our 1950 congressional charter. In
the “eyes” of the charter and the intent of our founders,

“You know what the secret of life is?” Curly asks. Mitch
stares at him. “One thing. Just one thing. You stick to
that and everything else don’t mean [expletive].”
“That’s great, but what’s the one thing?”
“That’s what you gotta’ figure out.”
We have it easier than Mitch: we know ROA’s “one
thing.” It’s what’s stated in our charter: “. . . support a
military policy for the United States that will provide adequate national security and to promote the development and execution thereof.”
By tradition, from our founding, we have done that by
focusing on ensuring America’s Reserve Components
have been up to the task of fulfilling their role in what is
now called the total force.
That’s our “one thing.”
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events on national security, promotion of professional
development of Reserve Component service members,
charitable support of RC service members and families,
and support of ROA’s charitable and educational purposes.
STARs (Standing Together for America’s Reservists) is
directed by its own chairman and board of directors, reliant on a slender ROA staff for administrative support.
The leadership of STARs is currently shared by co-chairs,
Past National President James Sweeney, a retired USMC
colonel, and ROA’s executive director, Jeff Phillips. Colonel Sweeney was recently confirmed by the U.S. Senate
to be a federal judge and Phillips cannot for more than
an interim period be both an ROA staff member and a
(co-)chair, so the foundation is seeking candidates for
chairmanship.
Making progress since last year, the STARs Foundation
board now has a full slate of directors. By design more
than half of the directors must be ROA members, including seven who are on ROA’s Executive Committee. Many
of the foundation’s directors are well-positioned in the
private sector to help with STARs primary mission of developing financial resources for use by ROA. Indeed, one
new STARs board member is a COMCAST executive, one
of ROA’s historically strong corporate supporters along
with stalwart ROA supporter USAA.
STARs is in the expansion of its unique Reserve School
Kit. The children of Reservists attend civilian schools;
often school staff are unaware of the mobilization of a
student’s parent. The Reserve School Kit is a notification
and resource tool that ensures understanding; it helps
parents and educators work together to keep the education process on track during – or following – a deployment. The kit was successfully piloted in some Pennsylvania schools, praised there and by the leadership of the
Pennsylvania National Guard, and now its use will expand.
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ROA Industry Partners
With MNPC’s support, we are re-establishing the “ROA
Industry Partners” program. From its inception in 2004
until its 2012 disbandment upon the establishment of
the STARs Foundation and the reduction in ROA staff,
this program generated more than $100,000 annually,
with another $400,000 from activities associated with
Industry Partnerships – advertisements in ROA publications, sponsorships of events, etc. ROA Industry Partners
solicits corporate funds other than those intended for
“social responsibly” use. (The STARs Foundation was established as a recipient of such social responsibility
funds, with its more philanthropic purpose, such as support of the Henry J. Reilly Fund, the Service Members
Law Center, and the Defense Education Forum).
The “deep bench” and broad capabilities of MNPC give
us the capacity to now resurrect this powerful program.
ROA Industry Partners will attract donations, advertising
dollars, and other support from corporations and other
entities that want to support our advocacy programs but
don’t need (for these specific funds) the tax advantages
of the STARs Foundation’s 501(c)(3) IRS status. We have
already received expressions of interest from Boeing and
Oshkosh Defense.
The fiscal year ended with an unexpectedly large inflow
of insurance surplus revenue from Mercer that topped
$550,000. (The size of these surpluses is dependent on
insurance program payouts; as ROA’s membership ages,
should we not see new program users, we must anticipate a decrease in surplus payments.)
Entering the new fiscal year more efficient than ever,
with adequate cash, and a more robust fundraising outlook, ROA’s financial recovery, still fragile, has gathered
strength.

ROA’s investments, a portfolio soundly managed
ROA maintains a portfolio of funds available for various
purposes, including payment of costs associated with life

compensated for an active duty death – the difference
could be a factor of ten! ROA took the fight to Capitol
Hill, unaided by any other group, and in the FY2017 National Defense Authorization Act, survivor benefits rates
for active duty and inactive duty were equalized.
A revitalized ROA fulfilling its purpose
An association such as ROA is a living and breathing organism. It is born, it grows, it adapts, it fulfils some purpose, it experiences times of strength and times of weakness.
ROA has transited a
time of weakness and
is finding new strength
precisely as it adapts
to its new environment.
We are nearly a century old, founded by
warriors of true wisdom. How could they
have known in 1922
that a generation later What visionaries looked like in 1922.
their vision would help
ensure the nation had a Reserve corps of officers on
hand to build a great army to defeat the most capable
enemies known to history? How could they have known
that a generation after that, reservists would face a Communist enemy in Asia and a convulsing nation at home,
that a generation later they would help topple a rapacious dictator in the Persian Gulf? And a generation after
that, Americans in the Reserve and Guard would be engaged in a war on terror lasting so far about a third as
long as all of our nation’s other wars combined?
They likely did not. But they did know, having seen the
cost of world war and the price of ill-preparedness, that
America had to be strong, had to understand the value
of readiness, had to accept the true cost of that preparedness. They knew war would come again.

Today’s ROA is fulfilling the purpose, born of their wisdom, that animated their resolve. Their vision has guided
our association for nearly a century. By supporting our
intrepid citizen-warriors and those at their side, we truly
“. . . support and assist in the development and execution of a military policy for the United States which shall
provide adequate National Defense.”
Your ROA, alone among the nation’s advocates, is exclusively and solely dedicated to advocating effectively for
laws, policies, and programs that will ensure America a
strong Reserve force in a time of unsurpassed complexity
and risk to our national security. ROA will
ensure the families of
our Reserve Components are cared for.
ROA will ensure that
veterans of our Reserve force get the
care and benefits they
have earned.
Look at the picture on
this page. It is of the
founding members,
meeting in Washington at the Willard Hotel in 1922 for
our first convention. These men, on the way into and
from that grand hotel, likely passed unnoticed in a city
even then swirling with the comings and goings of a nation’s capital.
Look again. These once-ordinary citizens, transformed by
service, were engaged in a great and lasting work on behalf of their nation’s people.
Do you see yourself among them?
If you belong to ROA, you should . . .
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ROA’s membership statistics at the end of Fiscal Year 2018. As of March 31, 2018, ROA had 46,070 members.
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tation with a Resource Development Committee formed
by ROA President Stockton, a real team effort.
(Some readers may be aware that concerns were raised
during the March 2018 National Council and Leaders
Conference at ROA headquarters that some utterances
and actions alleged to have been General Pershing’s
could be interpreted as racist. At the direction of President Stockton, Executive Director Phillips and Army National Executive Committeeman Milton Houghton, Ph.D.,
a retired USAR lieutenant colonel, undertook an analysis.

“This is the amount of my monthly
retirement check. I made a personal
decision when I was a Second Lieutenant
in 1979 to donate my first retirement
check (if I lived to receive it) to the ROA.
Thank you.”
Maj. Anthony Durant, USAR (Ret.)
“This donation is in memory of my wife,
Teresa J. (Dade) Durant. She was a Life
Member of the ROA. She made a
commitment, to me and to herself, when
we were married in 1987 to donate her
first retirement check to the ROA.”

The Anthony and Teresa Durant family. Three sons, all in
America’s military service; Maj. Durant is giving all three
ROA life memberships.

They saw no evidence to support these concerns, which
had by then been retracted by the person who initially
voiced them.)
The comprehensive campaign will generate funds for a
broad range of ROA activities, including monetary reserves to ensure we have the money for future MMB
maintenance.

ROA has been the beneficiary of notable donor generosity; in addition to direct mail and corporate support, during FY 2018 we received $175,407 from individual donors. We owe each donor our deepest appreciation for
their belief in our cause and their willingness to back us
with their hard-won earnings.
One ROA couple stands out. A longstanding ROA tradition is for a member to donate his or her first retirement
check to the association. In January, Anthony Durant, a

retired Air Force Reserve major, sent us the amount of
his first check. He promised that soon he would send the
amount of his wife’s first check: Teresa Durant was an
Air Force Reserve nurse.
Soon ROA received from Major Durant Teresa’s “first
retirement check” donation.
Teresa had died in an automobile accident a year before;
she left three sons, all now in America’s military. Along
with her husband, she had decided long before that
ROA’s founding purpose was worth their support; he
honored her decision.

Standing Together for America’s Reservists, ROA’s
STARs Foundation
The STARs Foundation was formed in 2012 to provide
ROA with a tax-advantaged 501(c)(3) corporation, into
which financial support could be given, to further the
association’s efforts: education of the American public
about the role of the Reserves, promotion of educational
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Top of the Hill Banquet and Conference Center
The revenue generation avenues with highest and most
immediate potential were the Top of the Hill Banquet
and Conference Center and our fundraising
“developmental” efforts. In August 2016, we signed Condor Communications to manage Top of the Hill, from
marketing, to sales, to catering and event management.
We both took a calculated risk: Condor had never managed anything like Top of the Hill, but had earned our
trust with their audio/visual support. Condor in turn
risked its main AV business by extending into this new
direction.
The venture paid off: Condor has increased revenues and
ROA’s profits; we are on track to hit or exceed our
$517,233 net profit target for FY 2019, which is a 27 percent increase over our net profit last fiscal year and higher than profits in previous years. The profit margin
would be 56 percent, an improvement of 9 percent over
FY 2018 and well on the way to beating the 68 percent
margin achieved in FY 2016 when TotH was managed in
house, but with further growth hampered by our ability
to pay only one person to run all aspects of the business.
Under a mutually beneficial renegotiated contract with
Condor, ROA’s expenses modestly declined, while a revised commission structure improved Condor’s cash
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flow, enabling them to hire a second account representative, improving their book of business. Condor and
ROA see further room for growth and are confident that
a $1 million (gross) Top of the Hill business is entirely
within our grasp in the next two to three years.

Fundraising
With Top of the Hill under professional management and
prospering, we looked to grow our fundraising strength.
Development had been left moribund in 2014 and was
revived in the form of direct mail solicitations of members, which was netting just over $100,000. By late FY
2018, we were seeing signs of “donor fatigue” and lower
revenues.
The FY 2017 budget allocated funds to bring a professional fundraiser onto staff; we hired a great person but
had to bid her farewell when serious illness forced her
departure just months after her arrival.
To fill the gap within the budgetary authority established
for the departed development director, ROA brought in
the family-owned development firm Military Non-Profit
Consulting, which specializes in fundraising management
for military organizations (including some of the military
academies) and other organizations, including associations.
MNPC quickly assessed our situation, got us a cheaper
contractor to continue our “Sustaining Member” direct
mail campaign (which is, in my opinion, underperforming; I am exploring both a change in letter style and content or suspending the program).

Taking advantage of ROA’s Atrium, Top of the Hill Banquet
and Conference Center customers enjoy a luncheon.

Direct mail weakness notwithstanding (its 2015-2016
strength helped our financial recovery, so no regrets),
our newly established Pershing Society has now netted
nearly $275,000 in receipts and pledges. It is backed by
the first in-depth, data-driven analysis and plan in
memory, and promises to generate significant funds.
Indeed, the Pershing Society is a component of ROA’s
comprehensive campaign, developed by MNPC in consul-

ROA Statement of Activities - Consolidated

Revenue:
General and Administrative
Building
Membership
Governance/Committees
Resource Development
ROA National Convention
International Programs - CIOR
International Programs - UPORFA
Publication/Communications
Industry Partners
ROA Investments
STARs Foundation General
STARs Foundation Gala
STARs Comprehensive Campaign
STARs Foundation Investments
Top of the Hill
Memorial Endowment
Memorial Endowment Investments
Total Revenue
Expenses:
General and Administrative
Building
Membership
Governance/Committees
Legislative and Military Policy
Resource Development
ROA National Convention
International Programs - CIOR
International Programs - UPORFA
Other Meetings
Publication/Communications
ROA Scholarship Program
Industry Partners
ROA Investments
STARs Foundation General
STARs Foundation Gala
STARs Foundation Reception
STARs Comprehensive Campaign
STAR Foundation Investments
Top of the Hill
Memorial Endowment
Memorial Endowment Investments
Total Expenses
Net Change in Net Assets

3/31/2018

3/31/2017

3/31/2016

845,943
729,266
287,063
13,196
296,944
57,211
76,038
9,020
9,555
2,500
10,942
155,260
10,000
53,028
150,002
844,492
4,727
100,069

1,159,443
733,143
89,519
6,237
689,463
47,297
112,312
0
1,612
108,000
70,363
31,485
0
0
191,400
736,583
2,472
347,306

1,282,543
620,398
161,126
8,727
257,973
68,053
42,606
0
14,904
0
(35,376)
29,372
0
0
19,333
681,396
9,821
(50,120)

3,655,256

4,326,635

3,110,756

562,779.46
959,031
149,337
57,909
194,798
271,861
66,129
74,615
9,658
0
60,430
38,965
3,238
464
62,272
1,109
0
10,779
6,063
389,605
12,447
3,823

629,980
973,177
169,204
39,809
157,786
70,647
66,390
120,438
0
0
156,591
0
110,101
3,030
62,869
59,909
47,056
0
6,238
293,341
13,059
13,367

767,364
1,052,024
106,036
80,138
149,621
155,198
190,172
50,621
0
19,548
227,794
0
0
11,487
70,917
0
0
0
5,703
214,732
17,805
23,816

2,935,313

2,992,992

3,142,976

719,943

1,333,643

(32,220)

ROA’s
115th
LEGISLATIVE
AGENDA
(20172018)
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Legend: Legislative action was taken with a bill and/or law: - FY2018

why spend money you needn’t spend? We have made
no “draws” on other investment funds since 2016 and
foresee no reason for any such draws.

- FY2019

With the replacement of our building’s HVAC system,
passenger elevator, and various other infrastructure
components, such as climate control systems, gone are
the days of uncontrollable heating and cooling failures,
angry tenants, passengers nervously stuck in elevator
cabs, and decaying appearances in our revenueproducing banquet and conference facilities.

CYBER
Authorities and Roles: Define the Cyber Roles and Legal Authorities
Assign responsibility and accountability to specific federal agencies for each discrete strategic, operational, and
tactical role in the cyber domain. In addition, address the legal authorities for cyber offensive and defensive operations, especially in response to cyber-attacks.

End Strength: Increase End Strength for Guard and Reserve Cyber Units
Expand mission contribution through increased end strength for the Guard and Reserve to bring civilian industry
expertise given their civilian positions.
Cyber Training: Increase the Number of RC Cyber Training Slots
Increase the number of training slots to eliminate the backlog of Reserve Component attendance. It would be a
temporary surge to authorize and appropriate funds to meet the cyber training requirements as the mission is
established in the Department of Defense.
Cyber Mission: Expand Cyber Mission for Guard and Reserve
Expand the cyber mission for the Guard and Reserve, leveraging civilian and industry technical expertise. Clarify
the authorities under which Guard and Reserve units should be called to duty for cyber emergency responses.
AUTHORIZATIONS
Veteran Status: Extend Federal Hiring Preference for Reserve Component Members
Confer veteran status for purposes of federal hiring veterans’ preference on Reserve Component members after
180 “cumulative” days on active duty versus “consecutive” days on active duty
Operational Support: Fix Pre-Planned Involuntary Call Up (10 USC 12304b)
Resolve inequities in benefits and entitlements afforded to Reserve Component members based on mobilization
authority in line with other involuntary duty statuses.
Duty Status: Reduce the Number of Duty Status
Reduce the 30+ duty statuses to six or fewer statuses to eliminate barriers to completion of service because of a
confusing and overly complex system that triggers pay delays, healthcare disruption and breaks in service.
Continuum of Service: Adjust the Mandatory Retirement Date
Extend the Mandatory Retirement Date when a servicemember has accrued non-participation time.

Retirement: Change the Blended Retirement Calculation for Reserve Forces

Set for dinner, ROA’s Minuteman Memorial Building’s ballroom glows with new flooring.

tively. Halfway into FY 2019, our cash position is in the
black, as we anticipated.
We have no external debt beyond a few hundred dollars
in normal credit card payments. Our Reserve Contingency Fund, a reserve invested in the markets and available
for unprogrammed expenses, has nearly $800,000 in it
after a withdrawal for some needed upgrades detailed
below.
ROA’s primary revenue-producing asset is the 1968 Minuteman Memorial Headquarters Building at 1 Constitution Avenue, NE. The building’s beauty and location facilitate ROA’s Top of the Hill banquet and conference business and our tenants, USAA on the second floor, and
Norfolk Southern Railroad on the third. Together, our
lease revenues and revenues from Top of the Hill generate some $1.5 million annually. It’s essential that we
keep our building in good shape!
We are using approximately $150,000 and $200,000
from the Reserve Contingency Fund to repair our pitted
driveway, and our aging and failing roof before the end
of this year, put that nagging concern behind us, and secure the integrity of our magnificent headquarters building. We will also from that amount replace a failing motor in the HVAC system that was retained when we replaced the system, as it was then working fine, and . . .

The freight elevator rebuild should be done as you read
this. We constantly do spot work where we find the
need, such as pressure-washing the lower portion of the
building and re-carpeting and painting in the Memorial
Chapel and associated hallway, done at near-zero cost by
our excellent and resourceful Wright Mechanical technician, Shane Moore, in his spare time.
As I wrote last year, ROA shifted the organizational main
effort in FY 2018 from the survival-oriented belttightening of FY 2016 and FY 2017 to a deliberate campaign of increasing revenues and rebuilding programs
broadly in line with the 2014 Strategic Way Ahead, while
continuing to improve efficiencies where possible.

Remodeled in 2017, the MMB conference room and hallway
enhance attractiveness to Top of the Hill customers.
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ual Reservists – blending our support of good policy and
benefits; we call it “Reserve Strength. Reserve Life.”
We’re providing the resources, support, and education
officer and NCO Reservists and their families need for
success.
Fiscal year 2018 (April 1, 2017 to March 31, 2018) and
FY 2019 to date have seen uninterrupted progress in
the revitalization of ROA and its supporting STARs Foundation (STARs stands for Standing Together for America’s Reservists).
ROA’s revitalization has been facilitated by the second
iteration of the 2014 strategic plan, written by volunteer committee members and used to guide the decisions of national leadership ever since. Updated for
2017-2022, the plan organizes our continuing revitalization of ROA broadly within the military strategic construct of “ends/ways/means.”
“Ends” – or end states – are the “state of being” we wish
to achieve; they are the goal and culmination of a successful strategy. ROA’s end state is expressed in our vision:
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“Means” are the resources we have at hand or must develop which we will use to do the ways that will accomplish the ends.

Resolve bias in the new blended retirement system against guard and reserve members who choose to serve in
uniform even when performing non-paid duty. Provide a 2.5% retirement point calculation factor (vice 2%)
when a member receives “points only” credit for service that does not qualify for TSP matching contributions.

Further refining our strategic process is the concept of
the Center of Gravity. From ROA’s Strategy 2017-2022:
“A center of gravity is the physical or moral entity that is
the primary component of strength, power or resistance.
A true CoG does not just contribute to the strength of an
organization; it is the strength. It is the entity that provides power and strength to everything else.” The CoG is
simply the most important means.

Taxes: Update Tax Laws and Policies to Reflect Changes in the Military

The strategy states that an engaged membership is
ROA’s primary component of strength and power. Without members who engage to influence legislation and
military policy, pay dues, donate time and money, buy
ROA products and services, attend association events,
voice their opinions on issues, and recruit new members,
ROA cannot operate with financial strength and would
be unable to influence legislation and policy.

ROA’s strategic lines of effort

“ROA is recognized as one of America’s fastest-growing
and most respected, influential, and financially strong
professional military associations; advocating for a
strong national defense and a top-quality reserve force
with a compensation and benefits package for reserve
members, retirees, veterans and their families and survivors that is commensurate with the extraordinary and
unique demands and sacrifices imposed upon them.”

Increase revenue and decrease expenses.

“Ways” are the courses of action we use to attain the
ends – the things we do. ROA’s strategic ways are organized within five lines of effort:

We are on track with our overall budgeted operating
revenue and a bit better than expected with expenses,
so that forecast looks like we’ll hit the mark. We entered
FY 2018 with $1,060,006 in cash and ended with
$596,316. The beginning cash included cash restricted
for building improvements while the ending included
restricted cash for continued building improvements,
and life/term rebate payments. The amounts without
the restricted cash are $353,637 and $426,503 respec-

1. Increase revenue and decrease expenses.
2. Influence legislation and military policy.
3. Grow membership.
4. Provide quality products and services.
5. Improve strategic communications.

ROA’s financial revitalization continues to strengthen
with rigorous management of expenses and relentless
work to grow revenues. Net change in net assets
(operations) improved from deficits through FY2016, to a
budgeted surplus of $15,137 for FY2018 and a budgeted
surplus of $33,542 for the current fiscal year.

Pass an omnibus tax bill for Guard and Reserve servicemembers to include the new blended retirement Thrift
Savings Plan (TSP), military duty travel and rollover requirements.
APPROPRIATIONS
Biennial Military Personnel Account
Change the Military Personnel appropriation to a biennial account to eliminate the personnel and funding problems encountered under a continuing resolution or during a government shutdown.
End Strength: Increase levels to support strategic and operational requirements.
Restore end strength so the Reserve Components can continue to meet strategic and operational requirements.
Equipment: Fund National Guard Reserve Equipment Account (NGREA) to reduce equipment shortages and
replace equipment currently being used beyond its functional life.
Fund the National Guard Reserve Equipment Account in the base budget to ensure this valuable account remains stable, thereby enabling the Reserve Components to meet mission requirements.

Equipment: Reduce Army and Marine Corps equipment shortages that increase operational risk.
Reduce the equipment shortage for the Army National Guard, Army Reserve and Marine Corps Reserve, where
shortages are currently the highest among the services.
Training: Fully resource training to ensure Guard and Reserve members can perform duties during peacetime
and contingencies.
Provide funding to support the Reserve Component strategic and operational requirements which are currently
not funded at 100 percent of need.
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ROA National Executive Committee & and National Officers
President – Col. Donald L. Stockton, USAF (Ret.)
Immediate Past President – Col. James R. Sweeney II, USMC (Ret.)
Executive Director – MG Jeffrey E. Phillips, USA (Ret.)
Army

Air Force

Vice President – LTC Beverley A. Houghton, USA (Ret.)
Junior Vice President – MAJ Jason Tolbert, USAR
Executive Members
LTC Milton D. Houghton, USA (Ret.)
LTC William B. Pentecost Jr., USAR
COL Stanley G. Remer, USA (Ret.)

Vice President – CMSgt Shane P. Smith, USAFR
Junior Vice President – SSgt April Hill, USAFR
Executive Members
Col David Anderson, USAFR
Col. Brenda B. Gardner, USAF (Ret.)
Lt. Col. Layne R. Wroblewski, USAFR

Naval Services
Vice President – CAPT Robert H. Carmack, USCG (Ret.)
Junior Vice President – CWO2 Cynthia E. Oliver, USCGR
Executive Members
CW04 Dale J. Andersen, USN (Ret.)
Lt. Col. H. Alexander Henegar III, USMCR
CAPT Rickey D. Thomas, USCG (Ret.)

National Officers
Chaplain – COL Sherman R. Reed, USA (Ret.)
Health Services Officer – MG Robert J. Kasulke, USA (Ret.)
Internat’l Programs Officer – Col. Paul Groskreutz, USAF (Ret.)
Judge Advocate – LTC Terrence J. Benshoof, USA (Ret.)
Public Relations Officer – CAPT Henry E. Plimack, USCGR (Ret.)
Sergeant-at-Arms – LTC Joseph A. Snel, USAR
Treasurer – Col. W. Robin Pfeil, USAF (Ret.)
Chairman, DNCM – COL Judi A. Davenport, USA (Ret.)

As one member wrote of the proposed expansion, “I also
feel General John J. Pershing, under today’s Modern Total Team Military, would also APPROVE.”
One thing that has not changed is the need for advocacy
in support of the Reserve force. If the use of our Reserve
and National Guard has massively increased since the
Cold War, inequities still exist that will persist without
effective advocacy.
A recent communication that compiles comments from
Reserve Component service members tells the tale;
some excerpts:

 Guard units face many of the same challenges in
equipping and funding as reserve units.

 Active Component units often have access to a civilian employee who is the Defense Travel System
manager. That manager knows all the DTS quirks
and can assist [unit members] on an individual basis. Often, that employee has been working DTS for
years. Reserve Component units normally do not
have this luxury and often rely on an already overburdened unit administrator or AGR to do the job.
In addition, much of the burden is placed on individuals to work DTS from home without an experienced knowledge of how the system works.

 [Unit members] are often working through OES/
NCOES with little compensation for the distance
learning portions of their training. Distance learning phases for reclassification courses present the
same problem. In general, much of the required
training . . . has increased distance learning requirements to save money verses in-residence
work. This whole thing is another retention issue.
Leaders feel they are asking [their unit members]
to give abundantly of their time basically for free
to meet promotion and MOS requirements.

 There continues to be a challenge with so
ROA National President Lt. Col. Donald L. Stockton, USAFR (Ret.), addresses the association’s National
Council during the March 2018 National Council and Leaders Conference at ROA headquarters.

many critical tasks training getting pushed from

residence courses to distance learning and then
sometimes from distance learning to unit training.

 Travel reimbursement . . . is somewhat inadequate. The [unit] has hundreds of members of
which 25% travel over 150 miles for inactive duty
training. Some travel longer distances [for] which
the reimbursement of $300 doesn’t even cover air
fare expenses.

 Overall, the requirements since 9-11 have increased 20-fold while fulltime manning has gone
down 30%.

 Some major-end-item equipment is hand-medown from the Active Component when in fact
Reserve Component units sometimes deploy at an
equal or more frequent rate than one of their
counterpart units in the Active Component. (An
example is aviation assets)

 Installations and GSA have programmed air conditioning systems to power down during weekends.
These means units are drilling in hot buildings.

 Functionality has produced units that are spread
out. One comment was, “I used to be able to drive
to all my down trace units in less than 3 hours.
Now I have to fly to get to them.”

A resurgent ROA fulfilling its charter.
America, now a country where college students and new
enlistees have no recollection of a U.S. military at peace,
is preserved by the best military in history. The Reserve
and Guard stand shoulder to shoulder with the services’
“regulars,” providing nearly half the nation’s armed forces. Proven in battle, nearly a million have mobilized since
9/11; more than 1,200 have made the ultimate sacrifice.
Theirs is a total commitment to America: to leave all they
love to defend the nation they love.
ROA’s enduring commitment is to ensure a strong Reserve force and provide specialized attention to individ-
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Notes:

of the military, from expansion of membership to female officers in 1927, Naval officers after World War II, warrant officers in
1954, and recently, NCOs (now 20 percent
of new ROA members). At few moments in
an organization’s life, are its members privileged to make such momentous decisions.

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

During the national discussion associated
with the membership expansion initiative,
one theme among those who expressed
disagreement was that inclusion of junior
enlisted service members or veterans who
held those ranks at separation was that it
was a “weakening” or a “dilution” of ROA’s
officer identity.
A perception exists among some that ROA could not adequately serve its officer members, or that it is perhaps
inappropriate for junior enlisted to have membership.
This has been expressed as an extension of the tenet
that officers do not fraternize with enlisted, a tenet that
serves the military well.
Yet of course, while ROA is a military association, it is not
the military. And with most of our members having longsince separated or retired from service, the risks of fraternization would seem to weaken . . .
As your executive director, I have given this a lot of
thought. Having been both the victim and the perpetrator of regrettable changes, I understand the risk of heedlessly plunging into change.

The ROA charter, signed by National Guardsman and Army Reservist President Harry Truman, an ROA member,
established as the objective of ROA, to “. . . support and
promote the development and execution of a military
policy for the United States that will provide adequate
National Security.”
The charter was essentially a verbatim extension of the
purpose established by General of the Armies John
“Black Jack” Pershing, Brig. Gen. Henry J. Reilly, and

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
some 140 others in October 1922, focusing the new ROA
on ensuring that America had an “adequate defense.”

________________________________________________________

Nowhere did the founders, nor Congress, nor President
Truman identify ROA as an organization for officers. Our
core purpose, as expressed by our founders, was not to
serve officers per se; rather, they conceived of ROA as an
association serving America by promoting a strong military through a strong corps of Reserve officers, as Carlton and Slinkman wrote in their 1982 The ROA Story. The
Congressional Charter does not restrict membership by
grade.

________________________________________________________

Reserve and National Guard officers, many of them leaders in their communities, were ideal leaders in the educational drive, wrote General Reilly in the May 27, 1922,
issue of his Army and Navy Journal, referring to his campaign to form a national association of Reserve officers.
In 1922, four or five generations ago, when many of the
authority figures in communities were former officers,
often war veterans, a membership limited to officers
made sense.

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Times have changed.

________________________________________________________

Annual Report
Fiscal Year 2018

A Report by Jeffrey E. Phillips, Executive Director

A Resurgent ROA Fulfilling Its Charter

“I’m joining ROA because you said
you’ll fight for us!”
– USAFR master sergeant visiting
ROA Department of Georgia convention

If you have any questions or if we can be of assistance, please contact us. We are always looking for ways to better serve our
members - YOU are important to us!
Customer Service
roainfo@roa.org
(202) 646-7700

Directors
Executive Director ...................................................... Jeff Phillips............................ jphillips@roa.org .............................. (202) 646-7701
Chief of Staff .............................................................. Lani Burnett .......................... lburnett@roa.org ............................. (202) 646-7758
Director, Legislation & Military Policy ........................ John Rothrock ...................... jrothrock@roa.org ........................... (202) 646-7713
Director, Administration ............................................ Diane Markham .................... dmarkham@roa.org......................... (202) 646-7728
Acting Director, Army Affairs ..................................... Jeff Phillips............................ jphillips@roa.org .............................. (202) 646-7701
Director, Naval Services Affairs .................................. John Rothrock ...................... jrothrock@roa.org ........................... (202) 646-7713
Director, Air Force Affairs .......................................... Susan Lukas .......................... slukas@roa.org ................................ (202) 646-7734
Director, Member Services ........................................ Diane Markham .................... dmarkham@roa.org......................... (202) 646-7728

Areas
Accounts Payable ....................................................... Linda Cooper ........................ lcooper@roa.org .............................. (202) 646-7723
Accounts Receivable .................................................. Tracey Ware ......................... tware@roa.org................................. (202) 646-7733
Affinity Partnerships .................................................. Lani Burnett .......................... lburnett@roa.org ............................. (202) 646-7758
Awards ....................................................................... Linda Cooper ........................ lcooper@roa.org .............................. (202) 646-7723
Business Relations ..................................................... Lani Burnett .......................... lburnett@roa.org ............................. (202) 646-7758
Department/Chapter Support ................................... Tracey Ware ......................... tware@roa.org................................. (202) 646-7733
Donations/Contributions ........................................... Linda Cooper ........................ lcooper@roa.org .............................. (202) 646-7723
Meetings/Events for ROA .......................................... Diane Markham .................... dmarkham@roa.org......................... (202) 646-7728
Meetings/Events Rental Space .................................. Michelle Whitkins ................. toth@roa.org ................................... (202) 646-7755
Member Assistance ................................................... Ashika Grimes....................... agrimes@roa.org ............................. (202) 646-7700
Office Manager .......................................................... Linda Cooper ........................ lcooper@roa.org .............................. (202) 646-7723
Publications Editor ..................................................... Jeff Phillips............................ jphillips@roa.org .............................. (202) 646-7701
ROA Constitution & Bylaws ........................................ Diane Markham .................... dmarkham@roa.org......................... (202) 646-7728
ROA Resolutions ........................................................ Susan Lukas .......................... slukas@roa.org ................................ (202) 646-7734
ROTC/JROTC Awards .................................................. Ashika Grimes....................... agrimes@roa.org ............................. (202) 646-7700
Top of the Hill Banquet & Conference Center............ Michelle Whitkins ................. toth@roa.org ................................... (202) 646-7755
Website Login Assistance ........................................... Tracey Ware ......................... tware@roa.org................................. (202) 646-7733

Your ROA continues its revitalization with gathering strength in every aspect
of its operations over last September’s annual report.
As I wrote then, ROA has benefited from our refocusing on a value position that
sets us apart as America’s only national military organization, congressionally
chartered, whose sole and exclusive focus is on support of the Reserve Components of our uniformed services.
Some three years into this process of refocusing on our mission and revitalizing
our “brand,” ROA is again known on Capitol Hill and in the military as an authority – if not the authority – on the Reserve Components. That has opened the
doors of influence and enhanced our ability to get the job done for the Reserve
force.
This report will be made available concurrently with ROA’s national convention in
Omaha, Nebraska, on September 27. The convention delegates at that event will
be asked to vote on a constitutional amendment that would expand membership
eligibility to current and former military having served under honorable conditions in every rank, from E-1 through O-10.
This is historic. It
would, in the opinion of ROA’s national leadership, truly
position ROA to be
for all members of
America’s Reserve
force, and of all
members of America’s Reserve force;
and it would be consistent with ROA’s
tradition of inLinking warriors and generations, Maj. Gen. Bill Barron, ROA Dept.
creased reflection of Ky., recognizes ROTC Cadet Ivonne Davila for her excellence.

“Supporting the
Reserve force is
part of what
some other
associations do;
it’s all that ROA
does.”
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